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Walker center of extensive Chronicle article, APSCUF responds
Union ‘disheartened to see some of the comments’
By Dakota Palmer
Executive Editor

On March 8 at a town hall meeting discussing
the newly branded “EU Experience,” university
president Dr. H. Fred Walker would repeat, “This is
a good day for Edinboro.”
Eleven days later, a near opposite tone was
required. Here, in a public statement, Walker was
responding to an article within The Chronicle of
Higher Education, telling students and faculty:
“With my words, I let this community down. For
my words, I apologize.”
The article, published on March 18 — titled “A
Tough-Talking President Tried to Fix a College.
Then He Came Undone” — would serve as cover
story of The Chronicle’s print edition, and sat on the
publication’s home page all day Monday.
Written by Jack Stripling, it features a picture of

Walker in Cole Auditorium, looking off into the
distance. And at times, the narrative presented
reflects the inspirational image. For example,
towards the end of the article, Stripling describes
how Walker flew to Washington in November
2017 to pitch a story about Edinboro that “he
first described as the story of a university that was
radically transforming under his leadership.” It
continued, “It was the story of a man playing ‘threedimensional chess,’ he said, in sharp contrast to the
myopic careerists who had preceded him.”
The first few paragraphs of the piece describe
various things Walker has said at university town
hall meetings in the past regarding enrollment and
retention. Then, on the third page (out of 15) of
the story, Stripling describes Walker as a “toughminded truth teller, while shaping the public
narrative to support his agenda.”
Stripling goes on to describe how three

Intersection of
spiritualism
and suffrage
By Livia Homerski
Arts Editor

“In July of 1848, Elizabeth
Stanton has tea with four of
her close friends and they
discuss the situation of women
in the new republic,” began
Susan Stush during her lecture
for Women’s History Month
on March 7.
“Women’s Suffrage and
the Rise of Spiritualism”
examined the intersection
of the women’s suffrage and
spiritualism movements. It
also discussed how women’s
rights have evolved from the
very beginning of the women’s
suffrage push to present day.
The first action of the
women’s suffrage movement
took place after Elizabeth
Stanton and Lucretia Mott
were excluded from an
abolitionist event in London
because they were women.
They planned the Seneca Falls
Convention in just four days
over tea, and over 300 men
and women attended to lobby
for equal rights. “Only women
could plan something like
that in four days,” commented
Stush.
Several key figures in the
women’s rights movement
were proponents for
spiritualism, such as Susan B.
Anthony, Addie Lucia Ballou
and Victoria Woodhull, the
running mate of Frederick
Douglass for the 1872
presidential election, noted
Stush. A common meeting
place for these women was
in Lily Dale in upstate New
York. Lily Dale became a hub
for mediums and women’s
rights activists alike, making
it the cross section of where
the suffrage and spiritualism
movements met.
The Quaker movement was
experiencing an ideology shift
at this time, due to support
of the abolitionist movement.
Scientist and theologian
Emanuel Swedenborg, of
Sweden, was the first person
to develop spiritualism

anonymous sources told him that Walker referred
to his university strategy as similar to the one in
the 1997 film “Wag the Dog,” a movie dealing with
spin doctors, a fabricated war and manipulation of
media.
Then, he claimed Walker’s presidency is driven
by: “personal fear that the faculty will turn on him.
Fear of negative publicity. Fear that he will lose
control of the carefully constructed narrative of his
turnaround presidency, derailing it just as it begins.”
Continuing, Stripling describes how he believes
Walker built his entire presidency thus far. “To
sell his curricular restructuring, which would
eliminate some favorite programs and potentially
threaten faculty jobs, Walker devised an aggressive
information campaign to head off a possible
insurgency by forces within his own university.”
Then quoting Walker, the piece reads: “I had to
break this place down to its lowest element before I
could start to build it back up. We know this in the
military as the boot-camp experience.”

By Hannah McDonald
News Editor

People braved the blizzard on March 8 to attend a presentation
about Planned Parenthood of Pennsylvania as part of the Women’s
History Month events at Edinboro University.
The event covered the history of Planned Parenthood, as well as
its current situation. Devin McLaughlin, an Edinboro University
graduate student and an intern with the organization, gave the
presentation. She was joined by Molly Brechtel, who shared her
personal story about how she was helped by Planned Parenthood.
McLaughlin began her presentation with some trivia on the history
of the organization, rewarding audience members with T-shirts for
correct answers. She then delved into presenting that history herself.
“Because it’s Women’s History Month, I wanted to talk about
reproductive rights and reproductive care,” McLaughlin explained.
“Because I think it’s a really important topic, especially in our current
political climate.”
The Planned Parenthood story began in 1916 when Margaret
Sanger and other activists were arrested for giving out birth control
and information on it because obscenity laws at the time prohibited
those actions. Then, in 1921, Sanger founded the American Birth
Control League, which would be renamed Planned Parenthood in
1942.
“Then skip ahead to 1936, a district judge in New York struck down
a federal law banning contraception,” McLaughlin explained. “So,
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Secrets to success
for women in physics

Women’s
History
Month

as communication with
spirits, and this idea was
reinforced by the Fox Sisters
of the Hydesville [New York]
Rappings.
Spiritualism is defined as
a science, philosophy and
religion of continuous life
based upon the demonstrated
face of communication by
means of mediumship with
those who reside in the spirit
world. “Suffragists ended up
embracing this movement
because it was non-restrictive
and women could participate,”
explained Stush.
Early groups of settlers
began to settle in the
Lily Dale area of upstate
New York and identified
themselves as liberals and
spiritualists. Many were also
a part of a social movement
called “Freethought,” which
advocated for human
equality, education and selfdevelopment. The original
group was the “Cassadaga
Lake Free Association.”
The settlement became a
place where free speech was
valued and anyone could go
to the “Platform” and speak
about whatever they wanted,
explained Stush.
“Suffragists would travel
to Lily Dale because they
could say what they wanted
on that platform without any
repercussions,” said Stush.
Right before the 15th
Amendment passed in 1872,
there was a split in the suffrage
movement due to conflicts
between abolitionists; some
women refused to support
the 15th Amendment because
it did not include women’s
rights. That group was called
the National Woman Suffrage
Association (NWSA) and was
lead by Anthony and Stanton.
The competing group was
formed by Mott while Lucy
Stone and important women
of color such as Sojourner

Index

The article claims Walker “described the
university’s faculty both as necessary allies and as
obstacles to be navigated around.”
Edinboro Association of Pennsylvania State
College and University Faculties (APSCUF)
President Dr. Marc Sylvester responded in an
interview with The Spectator on Wednesday
morning, stating that the faculty were “disheartened
to see some of the comments suggesting a lack of
trust between the faculty and the president, [and]
students and the president.”
Edinboro APSCUF leadership met Tuesday
morning and Sylvester said the faculty will be
meeting again Thursday afternoon to discuss what
course of action they would like to take moving
forward and how “if at all, we feel that we can get
back to a position of respect and trust.”
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The past and modern history
of Planned Parenthood
By Nathan Hirth
Staff Writer

The Arts

A study done by two Edinboro University juniors shows
that personal support systems are a main factor in women
succeeding in the field of physics in higher education. The two
individuals presented their research methods and findings in
Ross Hall on March 6 to a full audience.
Jordan Gregor and Halie Lewis performed the research
independently of their course loads. Gregor is a dual major in
mathematics and physics and Lewis studies mathematics with a
minor in physics.
“In physics, women only represent about 20 percent of
undergraduates, 14 percent of faculty positions and 18 percent
of post-doctoral positions,” Gregor and Lewis explained.
That made them wonder; what was it that made women
pursue and then stick with physics, despite it being such a male
dominant field?
The students looked at what motivated the women and
how they overcame obstacles they faced. Additionally, they
wondered if these experiences could be “replicated for younger
women to encourage them to pursue and persist in physics.”
Gregor and Lewis first had to define what made women
successful in the field. After some consideration, they decided
that women who had pursued degrees in physics (higher
than a bachelor’s degree) and had done work in the field were
considered successful.
To find these women, Gregor and Lewis sent out over 500
emails to women at universities and research labs across the
country with an initial survey and a request to interview
them. In the end, Gregor and Lewis got 51 responses from 30
different universities and labs through funding by the Edinboro
Women’s Philanthropy Council, which gives money to female
Edinboro students to conduct research in all fields.
Once these women agreed to be interviewed, Gregor and
Lewis came up with a survey consisting of 18 to 22 questions.
Depending on the individual’s response to the initial survey,
different questions were asked in the interview. Thus, each
interview was slightly tailored to each woman. They lasted
anywhere from 20 minutes to 90 minutes and were conducted
either in person or through a video conference system.
Their findings detailed how women who did research in their
undergrad were strengthened in their resolve to get a physics
degree. And the most vital resource to these women, by a large
margin, was a strong support system.
Gregor and Lewis also discussed how imposter syndrome
influenced these women. Gregor and Lewis defined imposter
syndrome as, “A collection of feelings of being a fraud and
inadequacy that persist evident success.”
Future analysis must be done of the research, but Gregor and
Lewis have experienced time constraints since the two are both
full-time students.
This is not the first time Gregor and Lewis have presented
their research, and it won’t be the last either. The two have
already presented a poster at the Conference for Undergraduate
Women in Physics (CUWiP) conference in Toledo, Gregor
said. Gregor and Lewis will each be presenting a poster at the
American Physical Society (APS) in Columbus, Ohio, in April.

Sports
‘Album that
changed my life’
Staff writer Erica
Burkholder continues
our running feature on
the album that changed
her life, A3.

Wrestling team travels to national
championships, B1.
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APSCUF
From A1
Stripling claimed in his article that university
administrators weighed the pros and cons of
“laying off a few faculty members.” According
to the piece, they debated between the resilience
that could be shown by avoiding layoffs, and how
“The savings from layoffs…might be offset by the
enrollment declines that Edinboro could expect
from all of the bad news coverage.”
Additionally, Stripling quoted Walker regarding
his negotiations with the faculty during a period
of time after the president issued a faculty
retrenchment letter in April 2017. “Now we’ve got
this retrenchment letter on the table. So either we
need to cut the shit and get moving forward, or I’m
going to start laying people off. How would you
like to proceed? I said ‘Look, I will not blink.’”
Sylvester talked about this relationship. “We
don’t want to have a strained relationship with our
president and we want to feel that we’re working in
a mutually respectful and trusting environment.”
He continued: “[A shocking statement] that
stands out is a statement that Dr. Walker felt
he could not reason with the faculty; that was
certainly something that hits us at our core because
for us to be able to have shared governance and to
work well together, we have to be able to reason
with one another, and at times maybe not agree,
but you know, do so respectfully.”
The article claims that APSCUF leaders and
Walker agreed to keep the “full scope of the
(recent) program cuts” secret. Stripling writes that
Walker’s plan about keeping the programs under
wraps was successful until a “single student” started
an online petition to save the music program.
“There might never have been a local news story
about Edinboro ditching programs,” Walker is
quoted as saying in the piece, referring once again
to that single student.
The president is further quoted as saying
the student, music performance major Dylan
Hollingsworth, “did not really care about the music
program all that much” and was “grieving a death
in the family and needed a way to distract himself.”
Hollingsworth, in response to Walker’s
comments, said in Stripling’s piece: “For him to
say that I am trying to save a department as a
distraction from my brother’s death is completely
disrespectful. I’m kind of at a loss for words.”
Later on Monday, Walker issued an apology to
students via email and wrote: “In my enthusiasm
to share Edinboro’s success story, my tone and my
words in some parts of the story were disrespectful.
For this I apologize to my faculty and staff
colleagues and to you, our students, especially
Dylan Hollingsworth, to whom I have reached out
directly.”
The end of the story details how Walker

Planned
From A1
birth control was not legalized until 1936.”
In 1973, abortion was legalized after Roe v. Wade
when the United States Supreme Court ruled that a
woman’s right to privacy is broad enough to extend
to her decision as to whether to have an abortion or
not, McLaughlin detailed.
“Then, in 1976…the Hyde Amendment cut
federal funding for abortion and from Medicaid,”
she explained. “So, this means that no tax dollars
have been or can be used for abortion services, ever
since 1976.”
The National Black Women’s Health Project,
meanwhile, was founded after the National
Conference on Black Women’s Health Issues at
Spelman College in 1983. Now known as the Black
Women’s Health Imperative, McLaughlin explained
that Planned Parenthood likes working “with
these types of organizations to make sure that their
voices are uplifted.”
McLaughlin concluded the first part of her
presentation by speaking on Planned Parenthood’s
interactions with the LGBT community. “We
do work with the trans community and offer

Section A n Page 2
questioned the course the narrative could take after
he spoke about his “boot camp”-style campaign or
his negotiations with APSCUF.
Stripling, in the story, included a part of an email
Walker wrote to The Chronicle:
“I REALLY hope you do not choose to use
incendiary language to present me as a chestpounding boor as that was not my intent or desire
when describing how I perceive a strategy and
approach to engaging with the difficulties on my
campus.”
The story ended with these words from Walker
to The Chronicle: “I feel really vulnerable. I hope
you try to preserve my future. I’m going to see
whether I’ve cut my throat professionally for a
whole career.”
Mere days before the article publication, on
March 16, there was a positivity regarding the
upcoming piece. In an email obtained by The
Spectator, Walker wrote of the article excitedly,
saying, “We have not seen the article, but are
hopeful it will capture the picture of our university
at this moment in time — a place where our
faculty and staff are working together to build a
strong future for Edinboro, built on our values and
committed to ensuring a quality experience for our
students.”
He added, “This is a compelling story that, if
accurately written, will serve the university well.”
In his later apology, Walker stated: “Trust is
at the very core of community and I want to
assure you that I regret any harm I have done
to jeopardize your trust in me. I ask that you
understand the deep and genuine commitment
I have to doing all that will move this University
forward and I vow to continue to work with you
to achieve the advancements of which we are
capable.”
The Office of the President sent an email out
on Tuesday afternoon announcing Walker will be
holding open office hours for students to talk with
him on Thursday, March 22 from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m.,
2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m., and 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
And finally, in a statement from Council of
Trustees Chairperson Dennis Frampton sent via
email on Wednesday afternoon, Frampton said,
“important aspects of the Edinboro University
story were omitted from the article.”
He went on to say that when Edinboro was
faced with various financial and other challenges:
“the entire Edinboro University community
came together to both identify the scope of our
issues and to develop a plan to address them. Our
approach was one of working in partnership with
all members of the academy and our stake holders
to tackle the challenges head-on.”
Frampton mentioned how the council remains
enthusiastic about Edinboro’s future.
Dakota Palmer can be reached at eupnews.
spectator@gmail.com.
them hormone replacement therapy; we want to
make sure that we’re advocating and serving all
communities.”
The floor was then handed over to Brechtel
who was there to share a very personal story. “To
be honest with you guys, my Planned Parenthood
story is that I have had an abortion,” she said. “I’ve
also marched at a pro-life rally.”
She explained the difficulty of the process,
both because of legal restrictions and the social
pressures. She talked about both before the
procedure and after, even admitting that she’s lost
friends because of it. Regardless, Brechtel detailed
her interactions with Planned Parenthood as
positive: “It was kind of a support and a sense of
understanding.”
McLaughlin returned to finish her lecture by
describing ways for people to become involved
with and support Planned Parenthood. “And
then we’re hoping to bring student groups onto
campuses in the area,” she concluded. “It would be
great to get more students involved with Planned
Parenthood generation action.”

By Rick Chernicky
Staff Writer

On Oct. 31, 2008 a paper
credited to Satoshi Nakamoto,
titled “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer
Electronic Cash System,” was
posted on a cryptography
mailing list. The paper was
designed to educate potential
users on a new currency after
the crash of the stock market.
On Jan. 3, 2009 a decentralized
digital currency was born.
To this day, Nakamoto’s exact
whereabouts and identity
remain unknown.
So what is bitcoin and what
makes it different? Since it’s a
decentralized cryptocurrency
it can be transferred via the
internet, therefore it can be
directly sent from person to
person without going through
a bank, which means lower
transaction fees. Sending
bitcoin is similar to sending an
email. It requires two people to
have an account, and between
those accounts, money can be
sent between those individuals.
Additional features to bitcoin
include the flexibility to be
used in any country, not having
to worry about your account
freezing and zero prerequisites.
“It’s literally like a stock,”
said Dr. Jingze Jiang, a business
and economics professor
at Edinboro University. “It
satisfies the basic characteristics
for currency. You can store
the value and it can be used
as a medium of exchange,” he
continued.
Cryptocurrency also
operates on a similar level to

the stock market. For example,
there are many different stocks
to invest in, so you choose to
invest with what stock you
think will make you the most
money. It’s similar to investing
in Coca-Cola or Disney. Aside
from bitcoin and Ethereum,
some other cryptocurrencies in
circulation are: Litecoin, Zcash,
Dash, Ripple and Monero.
However, the cryptocurrency
that started it all was bitcoin.
According to the Pew
Research Center: “24 percent
of Americans indicate that they
make no purchases using cash
during a typical week. At the
same time, an identical share
of Americans (24 percent)
indicate that they use cash for
all or almost all of their typical
purchases, and about half of
Americans (51 percent) fall
somewhere in the middle.”
In that spirit of convenience,
some people would rather rely
on the digital aspect of making
a transaction, which is why
companies like Microsoft and
Overstock.com are bitcoin
friendly.
When asked if Zachary
Owens – a local certified
bitcoin professional – could
buy a pizza at John’s Wildwood
Pizzeria with bitcoin, he said:
“There are services online that
allow you connect a bitcoin
wallet to what is essentially a
prepaid Visa or Mastercard
and when you swipe that at
a location, it will deduct and
basically sell off your bitcoin
for whatever dollar amount
you transacted. Therefore, if
you buy a $12 pizza at John’s,

Women
From A1
Truth, Naomi Anderson and Josephine St.
Pierre Ruffin, did their part to lead to the
suffrage and abolitionist movement.
“Not only were these women dealing with
suffrage rights, but civil rights as well, so they
have two monkeys on their backs at this time,”
stated Stush.
Women earned the right to vote in
1911 thanks to the ratification of the 19th
Amendment, but unfortunately, there were
more rights being fought for, Stush noted.
Title IX is something we see referenced
often in higher education, and it was passed
to provide “equal access to education.” Stush
noted that the bill also made women’s athletics
accessible with 1 in 3 girls playing sports in
high school today. This is compared to 1 in 23
girls who played high school sports just over

you would swipe your bitcoin
Visa card that you got through
a third party service and then
all of a sudden [the third
party] would sell $12 worth of
your bitcoin and John’s would
authorize the transaction on
your card.”
Owens became a certified
bitcoin professional by the
cryptocurrency certification
consortium.
Even though one of the
pulls to bitcoin is to avoid
third parties, there still lies
the option for involvement
with a middleman. But it’s the
ability to choose for yourself
as an investor that makes the
currency independent. An
example of a third party buyer
would be Coinbase, a mobile
app that allows you to integrate
your bitcoin wallet with their
network, in which they sell
your bitcoin and convert and
transfer your money to a bank
account.
Therefore, since the
technology is so young, there
is still a need for some type
of third party assistance to
convert your earnings, however
none of the money can be
tracked or controlled by the
government. And as bitcoin
continues to grow, there may
be more businesses that accept
bitcoin directly.
“Businesses would benefit
from bitcoin by not having to
pay transaction fees. A lot of
small businesses use Square to
accept credit cards.
Read the rest online at
edinboronow.com.

25 years ago.
Stush said thanks to the Women’s Financial
Liberation in the 1960s and ‘70s, women
gained the right to have a credit card in their
own name, sign for a bank loan without a
male co-signer, and be able to hold any job for
which she is qualified for.
The Equal Rights Amendment was first
proposed by the National Woman’s Party in
1923, but not actually considered again until
the 1970s. The amendment was being sent
to the Senate and was three states short of
passing due to conservative backlash against
feminism. Many states have implemented their
own legislation to protect the legal rights of
women, but equality regardless of sex is not
guaranteed under the U.S. Constitution.
“It’s the elephant in the room,” said Stush.
Livia Homerski can be reached at eupnews.
spectator@gmail.com.

Nathan Hirth can be reached at eupnews.
spectator@gmail.com.

Chi Alpha organization awarded
$10,000 for upcoming concert
By Zeila Hobson
Staff Writer

The first Edinboro University Student
Government Association (EUSGA) meeting postbreak was called to order at 6:01 p.m. on March 19.
Macala Leigey represented Chi Alpha, petitioning
EUSGA for $10,000 to cover the club’s upcoming
Reach Concert featuring nationally renowned
Christian hip-hop and spoken word artists
Propaganda and Egypt Speaks, as well as a local
artist named Brandon Fox Worship.
Chi Alpha was approved for the funds, which
will go towards the lighting and sound set-up,
security, and the expenses of the performers.
Leigey stated the concert would bring muchneeded positive publicity to Edinboro University
by attracting potential applicants from all
demographics, citing the university’s declining
enrollment rate and dubbing the concert “a chance
for community outreach and involvement.”
Tickets went live on March 21 and are available
at edinborotickets.com. Prices are as follows: $15
for Edinboro University students with valid ID,
$20 for the general public, and $30 for a ticket and

a pass to participate in the meet-and-greet before
the show.
EU’s Identity Club also presented, asking
EUSGA for $1,385.22 for 7 members of the club
to attend the 23rd Annual Northeast LQBT
Conference at Rutgers University. Taylor Liddane,
treasurer for EU Identity, said the conference
encourages the exchange of “intersectional
narratives between individuals” and highlighted
the opportunity for club members to network
with other LGBTQA+ organizations in the region.
EUSGA approved the requested amount, which
will cover the conference registration fees, hotel
costs, and a portion of the gas needed to get to
New Jersey. Liddane hopes to “bring back new
knowledge to share with Edinboro students.”
Edinboro Identity Club meets in Hendricks Hall at
8:45 p.m. on Monday evenings.
Monday night’s meeting adjourned at 6:44 p.m.
To join EUSGA, attend a Monday night meeting
at 6 p.m. in Pogue 143.
Zeila Hobson can be reached at eupnews.
spectator@gmail.com.
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Walker hosts town hall meeting

Discussion of Edinboro’s future continued
By Dakota Palmer
Executive Editor

On March 8, Edinboro University President Dr. H. Fred
Walker unveiled the “EU Experience” and its inner workings,
arranged for the presentation in a three-dimensional,
interactive cube.
Walker addressed a room full of faculty, staff and
administrators in the Frank G. Pogue Student Center for a
little over an hour.
“It’s really exciting from the standpoint that we are now
moving past the conversations, the dialogue and the rhetoric
to bringing things forward, which is what our community
needs,” Walker said. “We need some tangible outcomes and
some results, so this is the timeline that has unfolded.”
Walker said the cube came from seven task forces that
were formed in October 2017 consisting of staff, students,
faculty and alumni. Six of the groups share the names of the
six pillars of the cube, plus a group for mission, vision and
values.
The six pillars are: academics, leadership and life skills,
athletics and wellness, experiential learning, co-curricular
activities, and ceremony and tradition.
“This 3D cube is not new to you — we’ve seen this for two
years now,” Walker said. “Academics are at the top; our goal
is to get people to graduation, [and] emerging goals are to
get people to graduation in four years with a plan about what
they’re going to do to integrate into our communities either as
citizens and, or as people driving the economy.
“I think the [Edinboro University] moniker was ‘find your
place.’ We’ve gotta do a better job of showing them what it is,
what the structure is, [and] how they fit in.”
When one clicks on a pillar of the cube, it reveals
descriptions and elements of the pillar. In academics, for
example, the pillar is split into two sections with five subsections in each of them. First, enhancing the academic
experience is set to include a student mentoring program,
job placement, academic achievements, and continuous
improvements. The second section, enhancing academic
advising, contains connection to campus, continuous
training, automated scheduling, advising resources, and equal
advising loads. Also included in each of the individual pages
is a summary of findings from the task forces.
Once one dives deeper into the sub-sections of the pillars,
he or she will find a brief explanation of the element and the
rationale for including the element. For example, the rationale
for a student mentoring program reads: “Retention should
increase for those who participate as mentees and satisfaction
through NSSE (National Survey of Student Engagement)
responses should increase for those who both participated as
mentors or mentees (or both). Graduation rates of students
who participate as mentees should also be measured to
ensure sustainability and efficacy of the program. Serving as
a mentor or a mentee could be included on the student’s cocurricular transcript.”
“So, we are raising our admission standards, and that’s
because we should have done that a long time ago to make
sure that the students we bring in here are successful
academically,” Walker added.
One member of the audience asked if the university was
considering co-curricular activities from high school students
while reviewing applications.
Walker said the university hadn’t considered that before,
but they see high school student involvement on applications
and life experiences in essays.
“The things that you will not find anywhere in the
United States is a structured explanation of what the college
experience is all about,” Walker said. “That is something that
is going to be unique for our university.”
Walker went on to describe how each academic department
will have a new webpage, noting the work is “searching
for the appropriate content and working with each of your
departments” to create the new pages. The webpages will have
updated information to keep prospective students up to date
on the departments, Walker noted.
“We don’t have the time or the resources right now to
completely rebuild the website, even though that might be one
of our most important tools; that’s $500,000 to $750,000 to do
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that work,” Walker explained.
Edinboro sociology professor Dr. Lee Williams spoke
out, noting that the website is nice, but “we should focus
somewhere else.”
“I hear you refer to those folks that didn’t come back after
a semester or a year as somehow statistical failures and that
we let them in; [it] seems [like] a fairly disenchanting way to
think of the human beings that are our brothers and sisters
and friends and family that live in and amongst us,” Williams
said. “I hope you will take a second thought at how you
understand these human beings.”
Williams went on to ask how the public and people on the
campus will influence the words on some of the documents
and what plan, besides the website, is in place to bring in
“some concrete outside knowledge, some donors and some
other people to come to this campus’ aid in its time of need,
as well.”
He continued: “I believe it’s the priority of the president’s
position, as far as I understand the job description, and yet
I’ve seen no results, nor have I seen a plan of attack for how
we’re going to bring in resources from the outside.”
Walker noted that after changing the admissions standards
beginning in fall 2017, the university has gone from a 99.7
percent admission rate to a 92 percent admission rate, “with
the goal being that we’re mid-pack with the PASSHE system,
which are 14 schools which all have the same charter.”
“We’re not trying to create a ‘Harvard of the Midwest,’ but
we need to improve our performance to make sure that we’re
addressing the concerns of the greater society, which is let’s
get the people through the programs that start here,” Walker
said.
He also said when he arrived in July 2016, the enrollment
management person was a dean who didn’t have a seat in the
president’s cabinet.
“So we brought Dr. (William) Edmonds up to the cabinet
level; we moved him from dean of admissions to vice
president of enrollment management,” Walker said. “So, now
we have a division of enrollment management that’s got two
major responsibilities: recruitment and retention.”
He continued: “We have to not just shape the hearts and
minds of young men and women who come through our
university, but we have to help them grow up and understand
the world around them. And we’re helping them understand
that by, in our own way, leading a structure to that world.”
The second pillar, leadership and life skills, differs a bit
from the academics in that there are two levels. Each student
must participate in level one, which requires students to
participate in 4 out of 12 life skills attributes and 2 out of
8 leadership attributes. The second level is optional, and
students who complete the necessary 8 or more out of 12
life requirements and 4 or more out of the 8 leadership

requirements will receive a President’s Medallion for
Leadership and Life Skills to wear at commencement.
The third pillar is athletics and wellness, which is then
divided into club and intramural sports, fitness, outdoor
adventure, varsity athletics, and wellness. Nearly all of these
sub-sections simply include a list of current and past offerings
of each, with a summary of findings for the entire pillar at the
bottom.
The fourth pillar is experiential learning and includes:
community engagement, collaborative scholarship, cross
culture experiences, campus involvement, and work-based
experiences. In the campus involvement sub-section, it reads,
“Students who are involved in campus activities retain at a
higher rate and are more engaged as alumni.”
The fifth pillar is co-curricular activities. The sub-sections
for this pillar are: conference presenter, studying abroad,
personal wellness programs, volunteerism and community
service, and Greek life.
Included in this pillar is additional input explaining how
participation will be measured for co-curricular activities
on a transcript. The document says it will be measured by
“hours served in approved activities, leadership positions in
held organizations, initiation of project management by an
individual, attendance at a leadership conference/conclave by
the national hosting organization, and serving on a structured
committee representing Greek life, the student population or
a specific student organization.”
The final pillar of the cube is ceremony and tradition. In
this pillar, the task forces have outlined current traditions
and ceremonies, along with ways to enhance those events.
Additionally, there are suggestions for new traditions, such as
an annual Animation and Film Festival, an annual yearbook
in digital form, reintroducing monthly recognition awards for
employees, and having bagpipes play at every athletic event
and public activity.
Walker shared the timeline for the work moving forward:
in April, the university will begin making refinements to
the reports; in May through August, the university will
implement task force reports; and in the fall, the university
will implement the co-curricular transcripts.
“Please keep in mind that as we looked at all these
materials, we’re trying to go with the voice of an employee
base of just under 1,000 people,” Walker said. “There’s going
to be no way that everybody’s going to eat at Burger King at
once and have it your way.”
He emphasized multiple times throughout the meeting that
“this was a good day for Edinboro University.”
Dakota Palmer can be reached at eupnews.spectator@gmail.
com.

EDINBORO UNIVERSITY

CLASSIFIEDS
March 4 — A victim reported that unknown individual(s) entered their room in Highlands 7 and
stole their Xbox and a game.
March 6 — Edinboro University police officers responded to Highlands 5, room 5208 for the smell
of cigarette smoke at 10:59 p.m. The occupant of the room, Gavin Varner, 18, was smoking cigarettes in
the room but also was in possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia, according to a police report.
Varner was charged with the possession of drugs and paraphernalia.
March 8 — Chartwells Dining Services reported that an Apple Watch Series 3 was stolen from a
manager’s office in Van Houten Dining Hall.
March 9 — Edinboro university police were notified of an unconscious female behind the wheel of a
vehicle on Darrow Road at 12:35 a.m., according to a police report. The driver is under investigation for
DUI with charges pending lab results.
March 9 — Residence life reported finding an Edinboro University road sign in a Highlands 5 room.
The investigation is continuing.

For Rent: 3/4 Bdr.
All utilities included
(814) 823-5411

Your
Advertisement
Here

Classified advertisements are available at the following rates:
Student rate: 25 cents per word
Non-student rate: 35 cents per word
(814) 732-2459 || adverts.spectator@gmail.com
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‘Father of the Graphic Novel’: Will Eisner Week comes to Edinboro
By Richard Gibson
Staff Writer

Millions of graphic novels are
sold and read each year throughout
the world, but many people
may not know how the form of
literature got its name, how it
started or even the significance of
its history. Behind the books, there
is a man who started it all: Will
Eisner.
Will Eisner Week is celebrated
from March 1-7. Dr. Andrea
Wyman, a librarian and associate
professor at Edinboro University,
organizes the campus-based
celebrations, making graphic novels
more readily available in the library
and hosting events that showcase
Eisner’s work.
In addition, students were
invited to come to a special
screening of “Will Eisner: Portrait
of a Sequential Artist” in the
library’s learning commons on
March 7. The documentary
showcased Eisner’s life, ranging

from working part time writing
comic strips, to the rise of the
graphic novel that revolutionized
the cartoon industry.
Eisner grew up in New York
and spent a lot of his time moving
between the five boroughs
wherever his father could find
work. At the time, the Jewish
population in Manhattan was
very high — Eisner and his family
were among the thousands of
Jewish people who lived in New
York. Because of his background,
it was difficult for him to obtain
high paying jobs as a youth, so he
started writing comic strips for
newspapers because the work was
easy and it was the only job he
could get.
According to the film, Eisner
worked his way up in the comic
book industry until he got drafted
to serve in WWII. However, this
did not stop him from writing
comic strips. The army used
Eisner’s skill to draw “easy to read
manuals” ranging from how to

clean your gun, to even changing
the oil in an army truck. The
character used in the strips was a
soldier named “Joe Dope,” a goofy
army man. The army did this, as
explained in the film, because
most of the guys that were drafted
weren’t necessarily well-educated,
so reading comics and looking
at pictures ensured they would
understand everything they were
reading.
When Eisner left the army, he
went back to New York City and
started up his own comic book
company with a fellow business
partner Jerry Iger. Together they
were known as “Eisner and Iger,”
growing into a large comic book
publishing company very quickly.
The company supported a lot of
young, up-and-coming comic strip
writers and gave them the ability
to work on their craft, according to
the film.
At the time, Eisner was writing
his own comic strip called “The
Spirit,” a wildly popular story about

a masked crime fighter defending
the streets of Central City. But
eventually, Eisner and Iger would
cease to exist and everyone would
go their own separate ways. The
company still managed to produce
some of the best comic strip writers
of the time.
The film detailed how Eisner
took a leap of faith when he wrote
the first graphic novel, “A Contract
With God.” When he took it to a
major publishing company, they
turned him away saying that it
was not a novel, but a comic strip.
Eisner then took it to Baronet
Press where they finally published
it. When they asked him what he
should call this type of work, Eisner
said to call it a “graphic novel,” and
hence, the term was born. Little
did he know, this would change the
course of literature indefinitely.
Graphic novels are now read
and used in classrooms all over the
world.
In the same way that “Joe Dope”
helped army soldiers understand

the things they were reading,
graphic novels allow students to
involve themselves deeper in the
story by seeing what is happening.
This enhances a student’s ability
to comprehend what is being
conveyed to them through the
book. Gareth Hinds is a graphic
novelist who is best known for his
illustrations accompanying classics
such as “Beowulf ” or Homer’s “The
Odyssey.” According to Wyman,
“As long as the message gets
through, it doesn’t matter if it’s a
standard print novel.”
If you are interested in reading
these stories and many more,
there are two different displays of
graphic novels on the first floor of
the library. The library has over 150
graphic novels available to read in
both the adult fiction section on
the fifth floor and the children’s
section on the seventh floor.
Richard Gibson can be reached at
ae.spectator@gmail.com.

EU Print Club shows off their ‘Print Bodies’ exhibit at Bates Gallery

Edinboro University Print Club presented “Print Bodies” at Bates
Gallery on March 5-9. It was a showcase of club members’ works,
ranging from intermediate to advanced, and done in a variety of
mediums such as mixed media, monotypes, some screen prints and
relief prints.

Above: Madelynne Martin: “Year of the Tiger”

Right: Nat Miczikus:
“Vehement Presage”

Left: Allison DiPofi:
“Pics at the Picnic”

Left: Nate Neszpaul: “Untitled”
Right: Marco Sanchez: “El Jefito”

Right: Billy Jo Molinari: “Spilling
Tea at the Kiki”
Below: Numpucsch Semachai
“Amnestic Little Love Maker”
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Optiganally Yours

Martha Ffion

The Neighbourhood

“O.Y. In Hi-Fi.”

“Sunday Best”

“The Neighbourhood”

“O.Y. In Hi-Fi” capitalizes on the skill and powerful
range of Rob Crow’s voice, as well as the production
and reservoir of Optigan sounds from Hicks,
creating a brilliantly broad series of tracks that will
stick with you when you need them the most.

Ffion’s retro flavor on “Sunday Best” is sprinkled
throughout her taffy-like vocals and candid
songwriting, continuing onto the soft, candycolored album cover.

With its lo-fi vinyl crackle-filled tracks, dark ‘80s
undertones and ample use of compressors, reverb and
delay, this album is sure to please anyone with an ear
for the obscure sound of modern R&B or alternative
pop.

Standout tracks: “Whomever Watches You
Sleep,” “Martin (midori2tree)” & “Night Shop.”

Standout tracks: “Real Love,” “Lead Balloon”
& “We Make Do.”

Standout track: “Scary Love,” “Void”
& “Stuck With Me.”

Senses Fail, support visit Pittsburgh
By Dakota Palmer
Executive Editor

By Erica Burkholder
Staff Writer

One Direction’s songs and fame came as I was an awkward
middle schooler in love with a boy who would eventually
break my heart.
I haven’t met anyone that really enjoyed middle school,
and honestly, I didn’t either, but One Direction was this
bright spot in my life; they gave me things to talk about with
the older fans in my school, and they gave me the sense that
I wasn’t alone in the world. I’m from a small, rural farm
town, and I grew up listening to old country music (not that
there’s an issue with that) with splashes of classic rock that
I didn’t really care for at the time. One Direction was huge
and they had fans everywhere, fans that I interacted with
on social media, fans that I saw every time I ventured into
a bigger town or city. They gave me the first inklings of the
idea that I do not have to be like those around me, that I
don’t have to follow the norm around me.
The irony of pop music teaching me it’s okay to be
different is not lost on me, but country music was the norm
for my small town. Me feeling different about music would
let me see that it’s okay to feel different about other subjects,
even political ones.
Choosing which album changed me the most was
difficult; there are many songs across all of their albums that
spoke to me years ago and still do. There are many songs
that carry some of my best memories, but One Direction’s
debut album is what made it all possible.
“What Makes You Beautiful” is the opening song of
the album and likely the most well-known track, though
it’s almost completely unique in regards to the rest of the
running time. The smash hit is a poppy serenade that sent
the group to stardom and is one of the first songs I heard by
them.
Another one of the album’s happy songs, titled “Up All
Night,” takes on a completely different sound, skewing more
to party track than serenade. Most of the songs are upbeat
or composed in a way to avoid sadness, yet are still full of
angst. It’s angst over relationships gone wrong, going wrong
or unrequited love, something I could definitely relate to in
middle school.
“More Than This” is the song that caught my attention
the most as a middle schooler in love. The song talks about
being in love with someone close to them, while not being
able to do anything but watch as they date someone else.
“Moments” is another angsty and emotional track slowed
way down, at least by pop standards. Written by Ed Sheeran,
“Moments” is one of the songs you can actually hear genuine
emotion in. The song eventually led me to Ed Sheeran, a
singer-songwriter that I adore (along with a good size of the
population).
One Direction empowered me to think differently than
my small town, and to this day, I brighten when hearing
the cowbell in “What Makes You Beautiful,” or any of their
other defining songs. One Direction helped me through my
middle school and some high school years and that’s all I
think you can ask of a album: to help you in some way.
Erica Burkholder can be reached at ae.spectator@gmail.
com.

On March 13, Senses Fail visited Mr. Smalls Theatre in
Millvale, Pennsylvania as part of their tour for their newest
album, “If There is Light, It Will Find You.” Bands Household,
Have Mercy, and Reggie and the Full Effect joined as supporting
acts.
The four bands will be touring together until the end of March.

Brian Swindle, guitarist for Have Mercy.

James ‘Buddy’ Nielsen, lead singer of Senses Fail.

James ‘Buddy’ Nielsen, lead singer of Senses Fail.

Josh Gilbert, lead singer and bassist of Household.

James Dewees, lead singer of Reggie and the Full Effect.

Jason Milbank, guitarist for Senses Fail.
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LA Times talks SXSW films, world premiere of ‘Ready Player One’
By Mark Olsen
and Jen Yamato

Los Angeles Times
Held each year over 10 zany days in
Austin, Texas, the South by Southwest
festival has a bit of everything: film,
technology, music, breakfast tacos and
plenty of Texas barbecue. At the close
of a 2018 edition that included the
surprise premiere of Steven Spielberg’s
pop culture-packed “Ready Player
One” and an interactive experience
that brought HBO’s “Westworld” to
life, Times reporters Mark Olsen and
Jen Yamato share their highlights.
MARK OLSEN: For me this has
been a year of surprises at South
by Southwest. Or, perhaps more
accurately, a year in which the South
by Southwest Film Festival served up a
healthy reminder of what it has really
been about all along. Which seems
pretty right on for the 25th edition,
the 10th under current director Janet
Pierson.
JEN YAMATO: If the city’s motto
is “Keep Austin Weird,” the festival’s
driving dictum seems to be “Keep
SXSW unpredictable.” It has its own
specific vibe, a feeling of eccentric
discovery driving its programming,
particularly compared with the
Sundance, Cannes and Toronto
film festivals. Where else can you
see a breathtaking new American
indie, do a little VR, take a break for
tacos and beer, see Elon Musk crash
a “Westworld” panel, hear Steven
Spielberg self-identify as a gamer
and sing your way across town in a
karaoke RV?
OLSEN: SXSW at its best has
always been the flaky Midwestern
cousin of the festival circuit, a place
for offbeat discoveries and smart
studio movies benefiting from a fresh
context. Last year’s festival featured the
premieres of “Baby Driver,” “Atomic
Blonde” and “The Disaster Artist,” and
in typical SXSW fashion, the festival
didn’t particularly try to top that high
bar but rather just kind of swerved
around it.
YAMATO: Coming into this year’s
festival it was hard to predict what
the highlights might be. Universal’s
“Blockers” was one of the more

high-profile studio films in the lineup
at least until Warner Bros.’ sci-fi
adventure “Ready Player One” was
announced as a surprise premiere.
Not that building a multi-story
“Ready Player One” immersive VR
activation across an entire city block
in downtown Austin wasn’t a clue
that they might unveil the March 29
release to the geek-friendly SXSW
crowds.
They did, and despite a hilariously
timed sound snafu, the film adapted
from Ernest Cline’s novel about a
teenager searching for an Easter egg in
a futuristic virtual reality game played
through the roof.
OLSEN: The sense that something
unexpected was happening this year
began with the opening-night film,
“A Quiet Place,” directed by John
Krasinski, who starred along with his
wife, Emily Blunt. The Paramount
release is a gripping horror-thriller in
which odd creatures that hunt humans
by sound corner a family on their
remote farm. Long stretches play out
in near silence, with sparse dialogue
and minimal score, building an
unusual tension. A potential question
mark of a movie was received with an
explosive response from the audience.
A similar reaction came to Kay
Cannon’s aforementioned “Blockers,”
which was the big Saturday night
premiere at the festival. On the surface
it’s just another raunchy teen sex
comedy about three teenage girls who
make a pact to lose their virginity
on prom night, and the parents who
are determined to stop them. The
movie reveals itself as a sharp multigenerational tale of parental anxiety
about children growing up too fast
and the pressures on teenagers to
know what to want and when to want
it. Under Cannon’s guidance, the film
shows that being outrageously funny
while remaining emotionally sensitive
and politically aware do not need to be
mutually exclusive.
YAMATO: Another thing I love
about SXSW is that I always leave
having discovered a smaller gem of
film, or a first-time filmmaker, or
a new talent to watch. The lyrical
“Jinn,” from writer-director Nijla
Mu’min, tells a coming-of-age story

Photo: Tribune News Service

‘Ready Player One’ is set to be released in theaters nationwide on March 29. It premiered at SXSW.
we’ve never seen before centered
on a black teenager whose mother
converts to Islam, forcing her to look
deeply within herself as she probes
her own identity. Mu’min joins great
company this year among a crop of
Oakland-based filmmakers making
exciting moves including “Sorry to
Bother You” from Boots Riley and
“Blindspotting” starring Daveed Diggs
and Rafael Casal, both of which also
screened at SXSW.
There were other movies that
reached into my soul and touched
something deep within me, that also
happened to be made by and starring
women. “The Breaker-Upperers” stars
New Zealander comedians Madeleine
Sami and Jackie van Beek in a
scenario that yields so many comical
moments: Two cynical BFFs run a
service breaking up unhappy couples
for a fee. Executive produced by Taika
Waititi, it’s a great showcase for Kiwi
talents to watch out for. And then
there’s the very special “Fast Color”
from filmmaker Julia Hart, which
stars Gugu Mbatha-Raw as a woman
with superpowers on the run who
reconnects with her estranged mother
and daughter.
OLSEN: Hart is a great example
of how a festival like SXSW allows
you to feel as if you’re making an
early investment in promising talent,
because her “Miss Stevens” played
here two years ago. (And also included
a then-unknown Timothee Chalamet,
now an Oscar nominee.) I also found
“Fast Color” to be one of the most

exciting films of this year’s festival, and
it deserves to land with a distributor
who can make the most of its mix of
genre and drama and an exceptional
cast.
Another film that played as both
a genre film and something more
was Melanie Laurent’s adaptation of
Nic Pizzolatto’s novel “Galveston.” A
crime thriller crossed with a character
study, the film is an engaging hybrid
of the brooding masculinity that
will be familiar to fans of his “True
Detective” series with something more
emotionally resonant. Stars Ben Foster
and Elle Fanning are both terrific, as
they so reliably are, but the film also
features an astonishing, haunting onescene appearance by Adepero Oduye.
Alongside many others from this
year’s festival, “Galveston” is also a title
that I hope finds a capable distributor
soon.
YAMATO: I hope to see many more
acquisition deals come out of this
year’s slate of films. “Thunder Road,”
which won the narrative jury prize,
is an indie that generated very warm
buzz and made grown men cry but
may not be on many folks’ radar yet.
Director Jim Cummings also stars as a
cop trying to hold his life together in
the feature based on his astoundingly
humorous and heartbreaking 2016
Sundance-winning short of the same
name.
OLSEN: Discoveries at the festival
aren’t limited to filmmakers either,
because there were also a large
number of breakout performers. Zoe

Renee brought something vivid and
real to the story of a young woman
exploring religion and identity in
“Jinn.” Geraldine Viswanathan
captured the rush of excitement
and anxiety of teenager-hood in
“Blockers.” Sophie Thatcher brought
an emotional gravity to “Prospect,”
a low-budget science fiction tale of
resilience and survival.
YAMATO: On the nonfiction side,
a variety of documentaries made
impressions this year. “The Director
and the Jedi” peels back the curtain
on the making of “Star Wars: The Last
Jedi” with surprising emotion and
intimacy. “The People’s Republic of
Desire,” about the insanely popular
practice of live-streaming for a living
in China, won the SXSW prize, while
“This One’s for the Ladies” about a
New Jersey male strip joint and the
women who frequent it scored a
distribution deal with Neon. Also look
out for “The Gospel of Eureka,” about
a tiny Arkansas town big enough for
Christian evangelicals and a thriving
drag community.
OLSEN: And I need to mention the
warm workplace comedy “Support
the Girls,” written and directed by
Andrew Bujalski. He is simply one
of my favorite American filmmakers
working today and has been for some
years now, in part because his films
are so consistently fresh and inventive.
That’s also what keeps drawing me
back to SXSW year after year, reliably
knowing I am going to find something
I didn’t even know I wanted.

Q&A with Shaun Sipos of Syfy’s ‘Krypton’
By Joseph V. Amodio
Newsday

Shaun Sipos is living proof it pays to go to
the dentist.
Back when he was just a scruffy, hockeyloving 18-year-old growing up in Victoria,
British Columbia, the receptionist at his
dentist’s office asked if he’d ever considered
acting. He hadn’t. The receptionist had a
connection to an agent, who sent Sipos on an
audition he got the part, which led to gigs as a
series regular on shows like ABC’s “Complete
Savages” and CW’s “Melrose Place.”
Now he and British up-and-comer
Cameron Cuffe are at the helm of SyFy’s
new series “Krypton,” a dramatic prequel to
the Superman saga that debuts Wednesday.
Sipos plays DC Comics hero Adam Strange,
a human who time-travels to the planet
Krypton and winds up as mentor to the Man
of Steel’s grandfather, Seg-El (Cuffe).
Sipos, 36, spoke with Newsday contributor
Joseph V. Amodio.
Q: Are you a comic-book reader or is this
world new to you?
A: I read comics as a kid. Not as much as
Cameron Cuffe. But I was a big Superman
fan, mainly from the movies. I think he’s the
greatest superhero ever constructed.
Q: Who’s your favorite Superman?
A: Ohhh, Christopher Reeve. His versionthat’s what everybody looks to. Even now the
comics seem modeled after his take on it. He
had such a special quality, a vulnerability,
wanting to fit in even though there’s no
possible way he can. There’s that lesson- he’s
different, and that’s OK. It’s OK to stand out.
Q: I guess that’s a bit like your character,
Adam Strange, a human who lands on planet
Krypton.
A: Yeah, and he’s confused. Adam knew
Superman. When Adam meets Seg for the first
time, Seg is hustling guys for money. Adam
goes, this can’t be Superman’s grandfather.
This isn’t in line with Superman at all.
Q: How’d you research your role?
A: DC Comics sent a big box of Adam
Strange comics, which was fantastic. He was
quite a big character. And he’s similar to
Superman. He can fly, not because of super
strength but because of a rocket pack. He has
a fantastic device, a zeta beam, which teleports
him light years in an instant. And he has a
similar un-corruptible morality and goodness
to him.
Q: Ever been to Comic-Con or Wonder-

Con?
A: I haven’t.
Q: You’re headed to Wonder-Con later
this month. Do you worry about all those
fans who may have very specific expectations
about your character?
A: Nooo. I can’t say I really thought of it.
I just tried to find the depth of his wounds
and joys, what he wants. If you get down to
people’s base natures, we’re all essentially the
same. That’s what makes comics so powerful.
We’re meeting Adam at the beginning- he’s
not a superhero yet. He’s stumbled into this
position. He’s an archaeologist looking for
something, and then he’s beamed away. Many
of us stumble into things ... into careers we
didn’t expect. We wonder, can we be a master
at this and do something with it? There’s a
voice saying you can’t. And another urging
you forward. Adam is grappling with those
voices.
Q: Are you grappling with them, too? That
description of stumbling into a career sounds
like you.
A: I did stumble into this. And I struggled
with that. Am I gonna be good? Am I gonna
suck? So, yeah... I feel like Adam, and Adam
feels like me. It’s a bit of therapy session.
Q: Hey one last thing you worked on the
series “Insomnia.” That looks intriguing.
A: Starz picked it up. I’m not sure when
they plan to air it. We shot it in Moscow. It’s
like “Hunger Games” meets “Death Race.” I
play a young man who- how can I say without
giving anything away- who’s killed someone,
but accidentally. They take these criminals,
people with no options left, and force them
into this game they inject them with a serum
that will cause their heart to stop beating if
they fall asleep. They’re set loose in Moscow
and the rules are they can kill each other but
they can’t get caught, and they can’t go to sleep
or they’ll die. The last man standing wins 10
million euro in Bitcoin and a million cash to
start a new life. All the contestants are fitted
with watches that track them, and a contact
lens that allows each to observe what’s going
on, like a camera, and these oligarchs lay bets
on who’ll survive. It’s intense.
Q: Yeah I think I might do OK in that
scenario. At least the staying up part. You
know how people often imagine themselves
in movie plots? Could I survive? I thought,
“I can go without sleep, no problem.” What
about you?
A: When I was younger I could. Now I need
my eight hours. I get pretty zonked.
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50 Tart plant stalk diced for pie filling
53 A : Z : alpha : __
55 Originate (from)
59 Arctic toymaker
61 Two-couple outings...and what the answers to starred clues
are?
64 Civilian attire
66 Wordsmith Webster
67 Hertz fleet
68 Spring for a meal
69 Fish in some cat food
70 Otherwise
71 Oozes
72 "Don't go"
73 Actress Cannon

Down

Across

1 Bird's crop
5 Pols with a donkey symbol
9 Specialized, committee-wise
14 Operate with a beam
15 Natural burn soother
16 Set of beliefs
17 "__ That a Shame"
18 "Hold your horses!"
19 Cybercommerce
20 *Begin preparing an evening meal
23 Nov. 11 honoree
24 Capital of Minn.

1 Yearbook section
2 Grammy winner Bonnie
3 "It's __": "No problem"
4 Counter-wiping aid
5 Procrastinator
6 Pre-college, briefly
7 Cow's hurdle, in rhyme
8 Mystical gathering
9 Severe, as criticism
10 "__ & the Women": 2000 Gere film
11 *Downpour
12 "Garfield" dog
13 Future stallion
21 Slowpoke in a shell
22 Body parts that may be pierced
26 List of charges
28 Big name in ISPs
29 Chaotic mess
31 "Butt out," for short
32 Dog in old whodunits
33 "C'mon, be __!": "Little help, please!"
34 Woody's son
35 *Steaming morning mugful
38 Looked closely
40 "To __ it may concern"
42 Yak it up
45 2012 Affleck thriller
47 Seized the opportunity
51 Favorite hangouts
52 Prepared (oneself), as for a jolt
54 Does film splicing, say
56 Lombardy's land
57 Vice __
58 German steel town
59 Rescue squad VIPs
60 Light, to a moth
62 Match in a ring
63 Singer Del Rey
65 Bojangles' dance genre

25 Taxi driver
27 Many a '50s pompadour sporter
30 Catastrophic 2017 hurricane
33 "The fresh air is delightful!"
36 Suffix with Jumbo
37 Spreads apart, as one's fingers
39 Hunt like a cat
41 Internet connectivity delay
43 "The Waste Land" poet T.S.
44 Tennis great Gibson
46 Starlet's goal
48 Org. with Bulls and Bucks
49 Bonkers

Answers to last week’s puzzle:

WE SOLVE PROBLEMS
EXPERIENCED ATTORNEYS DEFENDING:

• DUI / DRUNK DRIVING
• UNDERAGE DRINKING
• CRIMINAL CHARGES

www.DUILawyerPA.com

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet to learn more about our firm

FREE CONSULTATION
Grant C. Travis
Attorney At Law

TRIAL LAWYERS

www.DUILawyerPA.com

OFFICES IN
EDINBORO, ERIE,
AND WARREN

734-6076

CAR ACCIDENTS, INJURIES
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENTS
WRONGFUL DEATH
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE

SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY
PREMISES LIABILITY
PRODUCT LIABILITY

734-6076

www.TheTravisLawFirm.net
NO RECOVERY, NO FEE! • FREE CONSULTATION

Scan this code with your
smartphone or tablet to
learn more about our firm

BORO EVENTS
On Campus
“Women in the Cold War”

Comedian Ben Seidman

Penn State and Edinboro
Collaborative Recital

“The Strong Women of Harry Potter”

Murder Mystery Dinner

ATHENA Connection Program

3/22 | 5:30 p.m.
Compton Hall 107A

3/25 | 8 p.m.
Scots Cinema

3/26 | 11 a.m.
Scots Cinema

3/23 | 4 p.m.
Alexander Music Hall

3/23 | 5:30 p.m.
Van Houten Dining Hall — North

3/26 | 5 p.m.
Baron Forness — Learning Commons

In The Community
“The Seven Dimensions of Health”
3/22 | 12:30 p.m.
LifeWorks Erie

Brad Paisley

3/22 | 7 p.m.
Erie Insurance Arena

Our Seniors:
The Forgotten Ones with Amee Weislogel
3/26 | 10:30 a.m.
LifeWorks Erie

Journalism
and “Fake News” Discussion
3/27 | 6 p.m.
Penn State Behrend

UPBʼs Movie of the Week
Justice League

Wednesday & Thursday, 3/21 & 3/22 — 8 p.m.
Friday, 3/23 — 5 p.m. & 8 p.m.
Saturday, 3/24 — 2 p.m., 5 p.m. & 8 p.m.
Sunday, 3/25 — 2 p.m.
Frank G. Pogue Student Center
SHOWTIMES:
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Ty Schoffstall defends a takedown from Devin Skatzka of Indiana University during the NCAA Division I Wrestling
National Championships in Cleveland, Ohio on March 16.

‘Boro wrestling travels to NCAA Division I
championships, leaves without All-American
By George Schmidt
Staff Writer

The Edinboro Fighting Scots sent five wrestlers to Cleveland,
Ohio over the weekend for the NCAA Division I Wrestling
National Championships, but none of them came away with an AllAmerican. The event was held at Quicken Loans Arena in the heart
of downtown Cleveland.
This marks only the second time in head wrestling coach Tim
Flynn’s 21-year tenure that Edinboro has not had an All-American.
Sean Russell at 125 pounds, Korbin Myers at 133 pounds,
Andrew Shomers at 157 pounds, Ty Schoffstall at 174 pounds and
Billy Miller at 285 pounds represented the Fighting Scots at the
event.
The Cleveland faithful set a new record for wrestling national
championship attendance with over 18,000 people witnessing the
action for each session of wrestling. The action took place over 3
days with 2 sessions of wrestling each day. Here is what happened
for the Fighting Scots by day and session.
Day 1, Session 1:
The No. 11 seed Russell got the Fighting Scots started by winning
his opening match Thursday morning. His major decision of 16-3
was over Gage Curry of American University. Next up was No.
14 seed Myers. He won his match over Rutgers University’s Scott
DelVecchio by a score of 4-0.
The unseeded Shomers would follow Myers, but would come
up a little short. Shomers lost his match by a score of 6-4 to the No.
10 seed Markus Scheidel of Columbia University. Schoffstall, who
received an at-large bid to enter the tournament, did not fair as well.
He would lose his opening bout to Jadaen Bernstein, the No. 8 seed
from Navy, by a score of 8-4.
Miller, the No. 13 seed, took on unseeded Shawn Streck of
Purdue. Miller would lose this match by a score of 11-5. At the close
of session one, the Fighting Scots had two wrestlers still alive in the
championship side of their brackets and three wrestlers fighting
back in the consolation rounds.
Day 1, Session 2:
Russell again would start things off for the Fighting Scots on
Thursday night. The Fighting Scot drew Oklahoma State’s Nick
Piccininni for the round.
Russell and Piccininni have a bit of a rivalry going back two
years now, meeting three times in 2017, with Russell coming away

victorious in two of them. This year, they battled on Feb. 8, when
Piccininni evened the series at two victories apiece.
Piccininni would come out the better man at this meeting,
defeating Russell by a score of 6-3. This would send the Edinboro
athlete to the consolation round.
Meanwhile, Myers faced the No. 3 seed, Luke Pletcher of Ohio
State. Myers battled, but fell by the slim margin of 3-2. This would
send him to the consolation round as well.
Shomers would face Army’s Luke Weiland in his first consolation
match, which he lost by a score of 9-1, ending his sophomore season
for the Fighting Scots. In Schoffstall’s first consolation match, he
drew Devin Skatzka of Indiana University. Schoffstall won this one
easily by a score of 13-5.
Finally, it was Miller’s turn on the mat. He drew A.J. Nevills of
Fresno State, who Miller put away by a score of 8-4.
Day 2, Session 1:
The Fighting Scots entered the morning session with four out
of five wrestlers still alive and fighting in the consolation round, or
wrestle-backs.
Russell would lead off again for Edinboro. He drew Michael
McGee of Old Dominion, and would defeat him by a score of 8-1. In
his second match of the session, Russell drew Luke Welch of Purdue,
the No. 13 seed. Russell would lose this match by the slim margin of
4-3, ending his junior season for the Fighting Scots.
Myers would draw Colin Valdiviez of Northwestern University.
He would lose this match by a score of 5-2, ending his season as
well.
Schoffstall would face No. 10-seeded Ethan Ramos, an athlete
from the University of North Carolina. Schoffstall lost this match by
a score of 12-6. A redshirt senior, the loss would be the final match
of Schoffstall’s career at Edinboro.
Miller would face No. 14-seeded Michael Boykin of North
Carolina State. Miller would defeat Boykin by a score of 11-1 for
a major decision. Miller then drew No. 11 seed Mike Hughes of
Hofstra. Miller would end up losing the match 2-0 to end his junior
season with the Scots.
The Fighting Scots will be returning all of their national qualifiers
next year except for Schoffstall, who will graduate this semester.
Next year, EWL champion Dakota Geer will also return off of his
redshirt season.

Sports Editor

Cheyney University of Pennsylvania announced on Tuesday
they would no longer be an NCAA Division II member school
nor a Pennsylvania State Athletic College (PSAC) member school
following the conclusion of the 2017-18 school year.
A press release issued on Tuesday by the Pennsylvania State
System of Higher Education (PASSHE) on behalf of Cheyney
said the school’s remaining sports teams — men’s and women’s
basketball and women’s volleyball — will continue unaffiliated from
any associations next school year, and they will look for a different
athletic association to join in the future.
The announcement follows the school’s previous decision to
discontinue its football program in an effort to improve their
financial situation. Tuesday’s release also referenced financial
reasons for the decision.
“These are extremely difficult but necessary decisions that are
being made on behalf of our entire student population, and to help
ensure the university’s future,” Cheyney President Aaron A. Walton
said in the release. “We want to continue to provide our student
athletes the opportunity to participate as part of the overall college
experience.”
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By Erica Burkholder
Staff Writer

Walton became Cheyney’s interim president in May of 2017
when the school’s accreditation was threatened, and was formally
named the university’s president by the PASSHE Board of
Governors in November in an effort to provide continuity while the
school makes drastic programming and administrative changes.
The PSAC confirmed in a separate press release Tuesday that
Cheyney officials consulted conference officials while they came
to their decision. Since PSAC rules require members to be NCAA
Division II members, Cheyney’s decision to withdraw their NCAA
membership effectively required them to leave the PSAC as well.
PSAC Commissioner Steve Murray said in the statement that
the university’s decision would be a “sad loss for our entire PSAC
family.”
“These are difficult financial times in higher education
throughout our nation and particularly in the commonwealth, and
very difficult decisions have to be made at every level,” Murray said.
The PSAC will have a hole to fill as it moves forward, but intends
to replace Cheyney by adding another university to its membership
sometime in the future, according to the release.

The Edinboro women’s lacrosse team dropped their second
straight game, this time in a score of 11-4, against PSAC foe
Seton Hill on Tuesday.
Seton Hill jumped out to a lead within minutes and held it,
leaving ‘Boro trailing 5-1 going into the half.
Edinboro’s offense was lacking the presence of Anna Leva,
who scored 20 goals in the team’s first four games. Head
Lacrosse Coach Jenny Wirth said Leva suffered an injury
during Saturday’s PSAC opener at Millersville University.
“They’re obviously evaluating, but it looks like it might be a
long-term [injury] for a little bit, so that’s kind of unfortunate
for us to lose our top scorer this early in the season,” she said.
The Griffins again started the scoring in the second half.
Seton Hill added three more goals before ‘Boro could net one.
Edinboro faced a Seton Hill defense that worked hard to
shut down any offensive attack before it could really get started.
Edinboro’s defense was quick to challenge the Griffins, but they
struggled to keep up with the quickness of Seton Hill.
Sophie DePalma netted her 18th goal of the season with
minutes left and Chido finished Edinboro’s scoring with her
third goal of the game to shape the final 11-4 score.
Wirth said she was happy with her team’s defense, but plans
to work on their offense moving forward.
“Overall, our defense played 10 times better than we’ve been
seeing all season, so I was really proud of that,” she said.
The Scots will be looking for their first PSAC win when they
visit East Stroudsburg University on Sunday at 11 a.m.

Christopher Rosato Jr. can be reached at sports.spectator@gmail.
com.

Erica Burkholder can be reached at sports.spectator@gmail.
com.

George Schmidt can be reached at sports.spectator@gmail.com.

Cheyney to drop NCAA Division II, PSAC membership
By Christopher Rosato Jr.

Lacrosse drops PSAC home opener
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Israel’s not
backing down
and we can
thank Trump
Trump’s influence can
be seen far beyond
America’s borders, B4.

Attending an elite university but
sleeping on the floor, B6.
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Softball season in full swing after break
By Christopher Rosato Jr.
Sports Editor

The Edinboro women’s softball team opened their season by
going 3-9 over two different trips during spring break.
The team first traveled to Salem, Virginia from March 9-11,
where they dropped the first five games before earning their first
victory in a win against Concord University.
The Fighting Scots downed Concord 5-3 to avenge their 4-2 loss
to the Mountain Lions the night before. In the win, the Scots had
their back against the wall, down one run with two outs in the top of
the seventh, but freshman Maycee Shumaker came through with a
three-run home run to make it 5-3.
The team then traveled to Clermont, Florida to take part in the
PFX Spring Games from March 12-16.
They dropped their first game on March 12 before taking a day
off. They resumed playing on March 14 with a loss to the University
of Indianapolis before defeating Saint Michael’s College 1-0 to finish
their day.
Junior Danna Heh went 2-for-3 with a stolen base in the game

and scored the team’s only run. Fellow junior Amanda Metz earned
a complete game shutout and picked up five strikeouts while
yielding only three hits.
The team continued the momentum by starting the next morning
off with a 17-0 victory over Silver Lake College. Not to be outdone
by Metz, junior Carley Nasca pitched a no-hitter in the five-inning
game and struck out 11 of the 16 batters she faced.
Edinboro finished the trip with a loss to Indiana University of
Pennsylvania and a loss to Southern New Hampshire University the
next day.
They will now take their 3-9 record on the road for a
doubleheader at the University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown on
Sunday. The first game starts at 1 p.m. with the second game
scheduled to start at 3 p.m. They were originally scheduled to also
play a doubleheader at Indiana University of Pennsylvania on
Saturday, but predicted weather forced the cancellation of the game.
Christopher Rosato Jr. can be reached at sports.spectator@gmail.
com.
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Junior Danna Heh hit .303 and stole two bases during the
team’s spring break trip.

Women’s basketball end-of-season leaders Women’s lacrosse surpasses 2017
By Madi Gross

Assistant Sports Editor
As spring break kicked off, the women’s basketball team
traveled to Richmond, Virginia to compete in the NCAA
Division II Atlantic Regional. The team first faced off against
Virginia State University on Friday, March 9. They would
collect a win with a score of 80-55 and move on to the region
semifinal on March 10. It would be Bowie State University to
end the team’s run with a final score of 79-75. The Fighting
Scots ended their season 27-4 overall and 19-3 in PSAC play.
Madi Gross can be reached at sports.spectator@gmail.com.

wins, takes two of three over break
By Erica Burkholder
Staff Writer

The Edinboro women’s lacrosse team went
2-1 over spring break, already surpassing last
year’s win total.
The first game was a decisive win over
Holy Family University on March 11, while
a closer triumph followed against Georgian
Court University on March 13. The Scots then
lost their first PSAC game to Millersville on
March 17.
Anna Leva, Sophie DePalma and Lindsey
Brinkel led the Fighting Scots in scoring over
the break, while Candace McDole set a school
record for saves in a single game.
Edinboro dominated their game against
Holy Family from the start and didn’t let up,
earning a 17-6 win.
Emma Gordon scored her first two goals
of the season within minutes, while a Leva
goal and then two from DePalma brought
the Scots up to 5-0 a little over 10 minutes
into the game. Holy Family’s Rose Bachmayer
finally hit the net for her side to bring the
game to 5-1.
Leva then scored two more goals with
DePalma assists and Edinboro’s Maddie
Mulcahy earned her first goal of the season.
DePalma responded to a Holy Family score
with a goal of her own, and less than 30
seconds later gave Brinkel an assist for her
first goal of the game. The Tigers scored one
more goal to end the half trailing by six.
Brinkel continued the scoring streak that
started at the end of the first when she put up
two more goals to start the second. Kandyce
Graham and Stephanie Chido scored two
goals to add to the Scots lead before the
Tigers scored again.
Hannah Fitzgerald scored a goal with the
Scots a player up, and Brinkel scored her
fourth of the game, a free position shot, to go
up 16-5. DePalma then scored her fourth goal
of the game to give the Scots the 17-6 victory.
Edinboro’s next game against Georgian
Court University started off much differently
than their first. Georgian Court scored the
first goal of the game, and while the teams
essentially traded goals for most of the first
half, the Lions were, at one point, able to put
up three unanswered goals.

Edinboro trailed at the half 9-5, with three
of the team’s goals scored by Leva.
While Georgian Court again put up the
first goal of the second half, ‘Boro responded
by registering five unanswered goals courtesy
of Leva, DePalma and Fitzgerald.
The Lions added one goal to take the lead
again, but DePalma soon tied the game and
Fitzgerald, Brinkel and Leva would add four
more goals to end the win in the flurry, 15-11.
Candace McDole set a school record for
saves with 22 in the game. Leva scored seven
goals. DePalma had four goals of her own and
Fitzgerald scored three.
The win was the Fighting Scots’ third of the
season, surpassing their total from last year.
Edinboro started PSAC action with a loss
against Millersville on Saturday. The game
was originally scheduled to be played in
Edinboro, but inclement weather forced the
location of the game to move to Millersville.
The Marauders opened scoring 30 seconds
into the game and went on a seven-goal run
before DePalma scored for ‘Boro. Both teams
scored three more times to end the half 10-4.
Brinkel would break a Millersville threegoal run in the second half when she scored
for the Fighting Scots. The teams traded goals
for the rest of the game, finishing the contest
with Millersville leading 22-12.
The Scots’ 12 goals were the most allowed
by Millersville so far this year. They had
allowed just nine goals total in three games
before facing Edinboro.
Brinkel and DePalma both scored four
goals in the contest, giving Brinkel nine scores
in the team’s three games over break, while
DePalma had 12.
Leva, who didn’t net a goal against
Millersville, continued her hot start in the
other two games, scoring 10 to bring her total
through five games to 20 goals. That mark is
the best on the team this season. Edinboro’s
single-season goals record is 48, set by
Shannon Rohrich in 2013.
Edinboro finished spring break with a 3-2
overall record, which they brought home as
they hosted Seton Hill University on Tuesday.
Erica Burkholder can be reached at sports.
spectator@gmail.com.

Men’s tennis struggles, loses
five games during spring break
By Erica Burkholder
Staff Writer

The Edinboro men’s tennis
team went winless over their
spring break trip, going 0-5.
The team began their
journey with a visit to
Wilson, North Carolina
where they took on Barton
College on March 10.
Edinboro led against the
Bulldogs after doubles at 2-1,
but they would eventually
fall as the Bulldogs rallied to
win five out of the six singles
matches. Kevin Mboko and
Mateus Santos each held out
for a third set in their singles
turns, but both fell in the
end. Vitor Albanese came out
with Edinboro’s lone win in
singles.
The Fighting Scots then
traveled to Hilton Head
Island, South Carolina, where
they played the rest of the
four games in the trip.
Against Lenoir-Rhyne
University on March 12,
Daniel Fernandez and
Mauricio Santos both won
singles matches, though
their victories needed all

three sets. These wins gave
Edinboro its only two points
of the contest. Mateus Santos
narrowly dropped his match
in the last set and Edinboro’s
doubles teams lost all of their
matches, leading to a final
score of 7-2.
The Edinboro match
against George Mason on
March 14 started late as
rain delayed the action.
When play eventually began,
Albanese and Fernandez
were the only doubles team
to win. Albanese and Mboko
were the only two players to
win their singles matches,
and Edinboro finished with a
6-3 loss.
The rain continued into
the week and forced a
shortened match against the
University of Missouri - St.
Louis on March 15. The
Fighting Scots dropped
all three doubles matches.
Albanese and Fernandez held
out for a third set in their
singles matches, but both
lost. With Mateus Santos
then unable to finish his
match, ‘Boro fell 6-0.
The Scots ended their

spring break play against
Northwood University on
March 16. Edinboro once
again dropped all of their
doubles matches. Albanese
found himself having to
play a third set in his singles
match yet again, and this
time he came out with the
win. Mboko’s opponent
retired, giving ‘Boro the
point, but Mateus Santos
retired to give Northwood
a point of their own. The
match ended 7-2.
Albanese won three of
his five singles matches and
helped win two of his five
doubles matches. Mboko won
three out of his five singles
matches during the trip.
Edinboro returns home
with a 6-6 overall record after
starting the season 6-1. They
are 2-0 in PSAC play. They
play again at their indoor
home, the Westwood Racquet
Club, on Friday, March 23 at
6 p.m.
Erica Burkholder can be
reached at sports.spectator@
gmail.com.
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By Madi Gross

Assistant Sports Editor

Jaymon Mason
Edinboro native Jaymon Mason began
playing basketball at the age of 3.
“My father influenced me into playing,”
Mason stated. He sported the number five on
his jersey throughout his career at Edinboro
and played as point guard and shooting
guard.
He went on to explain why he chose to
attend Edinboro: “I thought Edinboro gave
me the greatest opportunity.” He also credited
part of his attending Edinboro to the fact
that his father attended the university. Many
members of Mason’s family played sports, and
that helped his confidence in his ability to
play at a collegiate level.
This season, Mason hit a career 2,000
points during the PSAC semifinal game
against East Stroudsburg University. Not
only that, but he also broke an Edinboro
University record for scoring that his father
Tyrone Mason held before him. Jaymon also
sits on Edinboro’s leader board for several
other categories.
“[It] means a lot,” Mason said in regards to
his time at Edinboro. He continued: “I believe

I left my mark here at the university and I am
so blessed to have [had] the chance to play
here,” he said.
Mason, working towards a sports
administration degree, hopes to continue
playing basketball and go on to play at a
professional level.
For potential or current athletes, Mason
had this to say: “Always go hard no matter
what; anything can happen at any time.”
He explained that he will miss playing with
his teammates from throughout his years at
Edinboro. “It sucks for it to end, but I had a
great run with my teammates and will never
forget these moments.”

“I believe I put [in] a lot of
hard work throughout my
years here and I believe I left
my legacy.”

Madi Gross can be reached at sports.
spectator@gmail.com.
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Head Men’s Basketball Coach Pat Cleary discusses game tactics with Jaymon Mason and
Mike Beck during a game against Shippensburg University early on in the season.

Michael Beck

“I remember feeling extremely proud as a
freshman to be a part of a basketball team at
the collegiate level, and that sense of pride
came back as a senior when the season was
over,” said Edinboro athlete Michael Beck.
Originally from Erie, Beck said that a
contributing factor to why he chose Edinboro
was the short distance from home.
“It was about 20 minutes away from home,
so I had my own place and privacy, but at the
same time I was close to family,” he explained.
“It’s always been important to keep family
around. I thrive off of my family and all of
the support they’ve given me.”
He also noted Edinboro’s health and
physical education program impressed him
on his multiple visits to the school.
Beck, recruited out of high school, began
his college athletic career as a freshman at
Edinboro, but began playing basketball at a
very young age.
“I remember shooting in the driveway with
my dad all the time,” he said. “I remember
playing on a youth MYAA (Millcreek Youth
Athletic Association) team with my best
friend Matty Harris,” Beck continued. “My
dad and his dad were our coaches the whole
time. We grew up together and just being
around two basketball families all the time
game me a love for the game.”
In his time at Edinboro, Beck played guard
and forward while wearing the number 23 on
his jersey.
“My freshman year I had some good
moments and some bad moments, but I think
that helped me prepare for the next three
years.” He went on, “I think I took more of a
leadership role each year I was on the team
and by my junior and senior [years,] all [of]
my hard work paid off when I was named a
captain.”
Beck explained that throughout the years
he played at Edinboro, he battled an Achilles
injury.
“Thanks to Danielle (Lodanoski, assistant
athletic trainer) and all of the other athletic
training staff, I was able to get through it.”

Beck went on to explain how he will miss
the teammates he has had throughout the
years here, the competition and, most of all,
being on a team.
“I took pride in calling myself a studentathlete and I’ll just miss everything that
comes along with that title,” he said. “I will
definitely keep basketball in my life through
coaching, and I see myself joining some
recreational leagues soon too.”
His advice to current or future athletes
of Edinboro would be: “Cherish all of the
time you have with your teammates because
four years goes faster than you think. Try to
enjoy the long bus rides, the practices and
the games because even though at times it
may seem like a grind, in the end it will be
something you miss the most.” Beck went
on, “Being a college athlete is tough, but the
sense of pride and accomplishment you have
if you stick with it at the end is priceless.”
Along with his family and supporters, Beck
wanted to thank his coaches, Pat Cleary and
Chris Bess.
“I appreciate how they would let me know
that I was doing a great job in the classroom,
and I think they do a good job of letting the
players know that academics are just [as]
important.”
“My time at Edinboro has meant a lot to
me because I have a passion to teach, and I
feel that my HPE program prepared me to
become a phenomenal educator,” Beck stated.
He hopes to put his degree to use and get a
job in the field right after he graduates from
Edinboro.
Beck used the word “successful” to define
his career as a student-athlete.
“I came into Edinboro with the mindset
to play a game I have had a passion for since
I was a little kid, but at the same time to get
my degree. I have accomplished a lot inside
the classroom, and I am also happy with the
career I have had on the basketball court.”
He concluded, “I had a goal in mind and I
believe I exceeded that goal.”
Madi Gross can be reached at sports.
spectator@gmail.com.
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Junior Mauricio Santos awaits a return from the other side in a doubles match last spring.

Edinboro’s men’s and women’s tennis
programs find strength in their diversity
By Nathan Hirth
Staff Writer

One of the most surprising things about
Edinboro University’s tennis teams is a
statistic that has little to do with their
performance.
Or maybe it does.
A large majority of the men’s and women’s
squads are made up of international students.
Kody Duncan, the head coach of both
teams, explained the recruitment process he
uses, which is the same that was used by the
previous head coach, Lee Underwood. To put
it simply, international students interested
in playing tennis at American schools find
agencies who can get them recruited.
For this, they need a video of themselves
playing, along with their SAT and TOEFL
scores. The TOEFL, Test of English as a
Foreign Language, is an exam measuring their
proficiency with America’s primary language.
Using that information, those agencies
reach out to coaches in America, such as
Duncan, who explained, “I get probably 10
to 15 emails a week just from these agencies
showing me these students.”
If the coach is interested, they can get in
touch and eventually offer a scholarship to the
student to have them attend and play at that
school. That scholarship can be a deciding
factor for international students who want to
attend college in the U.S.
According to Duncan, stories like that are
common, which is why there are so many
international students in Division II.
“And since there’s no scholarship in
Division III, it’s a lot harder for international
students to go to Division III when they don’t
get that financial support,” he explained. “But
Division II, it’s open for them because usually
Division II is state schools so it’s a lot cheaper
and they offer scholarships.”
Such was the case for Roxana Yeh, who
came from Argentina to attend Edinboro. Yeh,
a senior, explained that she probably wouldn’t
have been able to attend college in the U.S.
without the scholarships she received for
playing tennis.
Furthermore, Yeh believes that variety
helps them bond as a team.
“We have a couple of Americans on the

team…and we always joke with them,” she
described. “They joke, like make fun of us,
like our accents and everything. We make
fun of them, like American culture and
everything. It’s fun to be around different
cultures.”
The variety of backgrounds came as a
surprise to Yeh, who was not expecting as
many international students to be on the
team. “I thought it would be one or two,” she
explained. “Not more than half the team.”
Duncan experienced this as well when
he was recruited by Underwood in 2010.
“Obviously when you’re in the high school
level you’re only going to be playing with
American students,” he said. “But, when you
come to the college level, especially Division
II, I would say, probably, 80-90 percent of the
people I played were international students.”
Thomas McCoy, a junior and one of four
American students on Edinboro’s tennis team,
had a less extreme change between playing
in high school versus college. Being from
Miami, Florida, he had played often against
international players.
“You can play year-round there, so a lot of
people go there to play,” he explained. “They
have a tournament called the Junior Orange
Bowl where kids from all over the world come
and play.”
Given his experience, the transition into
college was not as drastic a change. But while
he was looking at the rosters of college tennis
teams during his college search, he was still
caught off guard.
“I was pretty surprised at the difference,” he
recalled. “It wasn’t even like a 60/40 majority,
it was like an 85/15 majority.”
Like Yeh, McCoy looks at that diversity as a
positive thing.
“It’s cool to see more people, to hear
different languages,” he explained. “You learn
more things.”
And as the one who looks over both teams,
Duncan had much the same to say about the
diversity of the groups he coaches.
“I really think bringing all them together,
all that diversity,” he began, “I really think it
really does help and brings us all together.”
Nathan Hirth can be reached at sports.
spectator@gmail.com.
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Our Viewpoint
Israel is not backing down on migrant
deportation and we can thank Trump for it
By Roman Sabella
Voices Editor

Photo: Tribune News Service

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu speaks at a
news conference in the East Room of the White House in
Washington on Feb. 15, 2017.

With the way the current political
atmosphere has been in the U.S., it’s
often hard to see the effect our current
office has elsewhere in the world.
We have a president who demands
mass deportation of current illegal
immigrants, one who promotes
an “America First” style of foreign
policy, and one who further pushes
a “hit them first and hit them hard”
mentality that emphasizes action first,
which comes across as ill prepared at
times.
So how in the world could a
nationalist president wanting to issue
a slew of mass deportations affect
anywhere other than the states? Well,
let me explain why I believe the
president’s actions have led to what’s
happening in Israel.
In case you haven’t been paying
attention to Israel, they are currently
in the news for something that might
sound familiar to the issue Trump
has been harping on since he started
his campaign back in June 2015.
That issue is none other than illegal
immigration, however in this case, it
is largely migrants from Eritrea and
Sudan.
These nearly 40,000 migrants were
given 90 days, as of Jan. 2, to leave
Israel or suffer jail time. Those who
choose to leave for this “voluntary”
relocation process will be given up
to $3,500 if they leave before April;
however this seems to be far from
voluntary as many have spoken out
against it already since it was first
proposed in March 2015.

The Israeli government has stated
that their return home will be humane
and states the order exempts children,
women, parents of dependent minors
and victims of slavery and human
trafficking, but on the other hand,
they refer to them all as “infiltrators”
even though the majority are seeking
asylum. This term originated in the
1950s to refer to Palestinians who
entered from the West Bank to attack
Israel, showing an inherent disdain
towards these people when comparing
them to one of Israel’s lifelong
enemies.
In order to invalidate their
reasons for seeking refuge, the Israeli
government has begun by labeling
them as economic migrants, similar to
what Trump has done, thus effectively
dissociating them from the idea that
they are in need of any help and are
instead a burden on Israel.
According to an article at Vox.com:
“In Europe last year, about 90 percent
of the tens of thousands of Eritreans
who applied for asylum were allowed
in. In Israel, just 10 Eritreans and
one Sudanese person have received
asylum since 2009.” These numbers
show that this has been a contended
issue for quite some time, but I believe
that Trump’s extreme push towards
deportation in the states and diehard
support of Israel has helped to push
this idea into a reality.
The straw that really broke the
camel’s back, though, was the
announcement in early December 2017
that Trump was going to push for the
U.S. Embassy to be moved from Tel
Aviv to Jerusalem and that the much
contested city was in fact the property

of Israel, effectively giving Israel the
validation it needed to shut out its
Palestinian neighbors.
With the full support of the U.S.
president, one whom wholeheartedly
pushes for deportation and rejection
of foreign refugees, there is no doubt
this was the push needed for Israel to
disregard the pleas from the United
Nations stating that the government’s
use of money to pressure people to
leave was a violation of international
law.
The reason behind the questioning
of legality is that by giving them an
offer they simply can’t refuse, they are
effectively forcing people to decide
between indefinite imprisonment or
being sent back to unsafe countries.
This is directly related to the 1951 U.N.
Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees, which requires that state
parties “protect people living within
their borders and prohibits them from
sending people to other countries
where they would be harmed based
on their race, religion, nationality,
membership in a particular social
group or political opinion.”
Now what will come of this situation
is still up in the air, as April is not yet
upon us, but as the days get closer and
closer, we may soon see what a mass
deportation looks like.
Is this what the future will look like
if Trump and the Republican party gets
their way? Only time will tell.
Roman Sabella can be reached at
voices.spectator@gmail.com.

Fear and loathing and money in Pennsylvania What if Trump is really serious
By Francis Wilkinson
about arming the teachers?
Bloomberg View
The special election in the 18th congressional district of
Pennsylvania this week will have mirror opposite effects on
the two parties.
Democrats, enthused by victory in a district that voted for
Donald Trump by almost 20 points in 2016, will contribute
more money and time to Democratic candidates. Republicans,
alarmed by a potentially disastrous cascade, loss of control
of the House followed by two years of public hearings into
Trump’s malfeasance followed by more electoral trouble, will
call on corporate benefactors and wealthy donors to increase
funding to stave off defeat.
Former Republican Representative Tom DeLay, the onetime
golden arch extending from K Street to the conservative
movement’s operational base in the GOP House, once
complained that “Americans spend more money on potato
chips than they do on all political races put together.” As the
partisan struggle for political, cultural and legal supremacy
grows ever more bitter, political spending is ratcheting up.
For Republicans, the results in Pennsylvania are
unspinnable: The chips are down. Democrat Conor Lamb
improved on Hillary Clinton’s performance in the district
among both non-college-educated whites and more affluent
suburban whites. Republicans, carrying the weight of Trump’s
unfitness, tried multiple messages. “It means that nothing
is working for them, not the tax bill, not tariffs, not Trump
rallying his so-called base, and not their attacks on Pelosi,”
said Democratic pollster Geoff Garin in an email.
According to Bloomberg Government, $17.5 million had
been spent in the district by election eve. The Democrat Lamb
out-raised the Republican Rick Saccone among individual
campaign donors by around 4-to-1, a measure of Democratic
intensity. Republicans countered by spending more than
$10 million via outside groups, including the National Rifle
Association, for a 10-to-1 advantage in independent spending.
Not all spending is equal, however. On television,
candidates are given the lowest rate for advertising. Outside
groups are not. As the airwaves grow more cluttered with ads,
it can cost twice as much, even more, to air an ad financed by
an outside organization as one funded by a candidate.
Consequently, at least on television, Lamb’s money bought
more than the money provided by Republican groups. That
imbalance seems likely to play out in multiple districts this
fall, with Democrats drawing more funds from small donors
and Republicans relying more on interest groups.
The Pennsylvania special election did not hit the heights of
absurdity reached by the special election in 2017 in Georgia’s

sixth congressional district, outside Atlanta, where neophyte
Democrat Jon Ossoff spent a truly ridiculous $29 million in a
losing effort. That congressional race, the most expensive in
history, burned up $60 million all told.
But spending $17.5 million on a House race outside
Pittsburgh — the final tally will no doubt be higher — is crazy
enough, especially given that television ad rates in Pittsburgh
are about one-fourth of what they cost in Atlanta.
No one, not even the surest loser, turns away contributions.
“There’s always an incentive to keep going,” said GOP
strategist Mike Murphy in a telephone interview. “You get
your first bad poll back, and you say, ‘Well, maybe we can turn
this around by running our new Dancing Bear ad.’ And so you
pile a bunch of money into your Dancing Bear ad. Nobody’s
saying, ‘Spend less money.’”
When money flows freely, campaigns avoid difficult eitheror tactical decisions. Instead, they opt for all of the above. “It
gets to be overkill at some point,” emailed pollster Paul Maslin,
who advised the amply funded 2017 campaign of Democratic
Senator Doug Jones of Alabama. “But Alabama for us wasn’t
all that different, and, believe me, we were glad to have every
extra million we did, social media, radio, African American
turnout, mail, as well as normal broadcast and cable TV.”
Jones spent more than $20 million last fall in his special
election victory over Republican Roy Moore. The previous
three Democratic Senate nominees for that seat, who had no
hope of victory, spent $4,500 (2014), $333,000 (2008) and $1
million (2002).
Crazy money is indicative of crazy stakes. Plutocrats, such
as the Koch brothers, will spend to maintain the enormous
advantages they have derived from pliant politicians.
Democrats who fear and despise Trump (and don’t much like
the Kochs) will spend generously to defeat them. One question
raised by Lamb’s success is whether corporate funders, who
just benefited from an enormous GOP tax cut, will begin to
hedge their 2018 bets by spreading money to more House
Democratic candidates.
This week, as the Pennsylvania House election was coming
to a close, the Republican Saccone said that Democrats were
energized by “hatred” for Trump, God and America. He was
wrong on two out of three, but his comment captured the
visceral quality of discord in 2018. Fear and loathing should
lead to record fundraising.

Editors

Bloomberg View
It’s hard to know if President Donald Trump’s plan to arm
teachers is a real proposal or just noise to obscure his hapless
response to the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School in Florida. The idea of “firearms training for
school personnel” is on a White House list of measures
that patently falls short of being an actual policy to prevent
shootings at schools or anywhere else. As if to confirm its
pointlessness, the plan even includes that classic Washington
side-step, a blue-ribbon commission to look into it all.
One can only hope that the idea does indeed come to
nothing.
A Gallup poll released last week found 73 percent of U.S.
teachers opposed to arming teachers and school staff. A
majority of Americans agrees with the teachers, according
to a recent NBC News/Survey Monkey poll. The history of
guns in classrooms confirms that they’re right. In Northern
California last week, a teacher who is also a reserve officer
in his local police force was conducting a public safety class
when his gun discharged accidentally, injuring a student.
Last month, a social studies teacher in Georgia barricaded
himself in a classroom and then fired a gun out the window.
Last year, another Georgia teacher shot himself in class. In
2014, an elementary school teacher in Utah accidentally shot
herself in the leg while using the faculty restroom.
None of these things happened amid the chaos and stress
of an armed assault on a school – the kind of event for
which even highly trained professionals may find themselves
unprepared. The chances are good that armed teachers or
staff would increase not decrease the number of dead and
wounded from such an attack. This simple rule is a pretty
good guide: More guns means more violence.
Arming teachers would do nothing to reduce gun violence;
on the other hand, it might serve the interests of the gun
industry. Profits in that business have been slumping, and
teachers represent a nice potential market. Hence there’s
political backing for the idea, and federal money for the
purpose might be difficult for some hard-pressed school
districts to resist. It can’t be assumed, therefore, that
Trump’s plan is going nowhere. The idea shouldn’t be lightly
dismissed: It should be roundly repudiated as a cynical threat
to children’s safety.

Do you have concerns you would like to express in the Spectator?
We want to hear them

Editorial Policy:

Your letter must be 500 words or less, and for the purpose of verification, please include your name
and phone number. Letters, sent to voices.spectator@gmail.com, must be received the Monday before
publication. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters and to reject letters that may contain false
or libelous statements.
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Building infrastructure and a water workforce for America’s future
CQ Rollcall

Tribune News Service
WASHINGTON — America faces a tough
reality when it comes to our drinking water
infrastructure. Eighty-six percent of U.S.
households today depend on public water, and
the EPA has estimated that nearly $400 billion
will be needed in the coming decades just to
keep those systems in working order.
Unfortunately, underground pipes and
pumps aren’t the only critical components of
these systems that are being overlooked. Even
as water system failures hit communities all
across the U.S., the professionals who keep
these beleaguered systems operating safely
are aging too. Many are already approaching
retirement. In fact, some 37 percent of water
utility workers and 31 percent of wastewater
utility workers are expected to retire in the
next decade.
I was reminded of this ominous reality
a few weeks ago as I was visiting drinking
water systems in my district for Engineering
Week. At site after site, a local water manager
walked me through the details of their
systems, from source to treatment to tap.
Every system I visited was as unique and
complex as the communities and ecosystems
in which they have evolved. Some are fed
by groundwater wells that tap into vast
underground aquifers that span communities.
Other rural communities tap into the water
systems of their larger municipal neighbors.
Many upstate New York water systems are fed
by surface water including reservoirs, rivers
and streams. All have their own specialized
treatment needs and system layouts and
procedures, developed and refined over a
matter of years to ensure that safe water comes
out of your tap.
Our water workforce needs to be just as
nimble as these systems are diverse. Today,
some water managers are trained engineers,

while others are public works managers who
do a hundred other jobs every day. All of them
bear the massive responsibility of delivering
clean, safe water to the people of their
community. And none of them are getting any
younger.
Jobs in water engineering are more than
just a local public works concern. Many
businesses, including large manufacturers, rely
on reliable, affordable, and safe water service.
During my water systems tour, I visited
Beech-Nut Nutrition Corporation, a major
baby food manufacturer in Montgomery
County, New York, that requires 275,000
gallons of clean water every single day to
continue manufacturing. In my years working
on this issue, one simple phrase has stuck with
me: Every life and every job depends on access
to water. And when the water stops, whether
because a pipe breaks or a new contaminant
enters the environment, our communities, our
neighbors’ lives and our businesses grind to a
halt.
So last October I teamed up with Reps.
Tim Ryan, D-Ohio, and Tom Reed, R-N.Y.,
to introduce the Developing Tomorrow’s
Engineering and Technical Workforce
Act. This bill would deliver resources to
help elementary and secondary schools
provide students with formal and informal
engineering education. Helping students
of all backgrounds build analytical and
experimental skills early in life will mean
America is training a more competitive,
thoughtful and diverse workforce that
can drive global innovation and support
inspiring, visionary work in engineering and
engineering technology.
Under the bill, grants would be awarded
to state and local educational agencies to
support, develop, and implement formal and
informal engineering education programs in
elementary and secondary schools, including

engineering instructional materials that
are locally relevant. It would also: Provide
professional development for pre-service and
in-service teachers to teach engineering
Provide instructions on engineering and
engineering technology during normal
classroom hours or after school
Incorporate evidence-based practices
to increase diversity of student groups
participating in the program
Encourage the participation of engineers
from local private and public organizations to
mentor the teachers and students
Encourage engineering faculty and students
from institutions of higher education to serve
as mentors for elementary school or secondary
school students, and teachers as appropriate
The bill also includes provisions to increase
participation of underrepresented student
groups in the engineering and engineering
technology pipeline.
We need a workforce with the skills to
manage critical water systems across all
sectors of our economy. As existing systems
age, the pressure on water managers, systems
engineers and local government budgets will
only grow. If we don’t take action, our water
workforce will be heading for retirement just
as these systems hit their breaking points.
There is only one answer to this challenge,
and it’s a simple one: We must focus federal
infrastructure investment on drinking water
systems and make sure that investment
includes training for the engineers and
technicians that keep those hidden systems in
operation. Congress and our civic leaders at
all levels of government must commit to fixing
and upgrading our local water systems, and
to planting the seeds of tomorrow’s water
workforce
before it’s
too late.

Photo: Tribune News
Service

Execution inhumane, no matter the method
Los Angeles Times

Tribune News Service

Photo: Tribune News Service

A chair used during execution via electrocution.

In the fall of 1607, a blacksmith named James Read was
sentenced to hang for striking a representative of King James I in the
Jamestown colony in Virginia. But at the top of the ladder that led
to the gallows, he offered up details about a supposed mutiny in the
making. Shortly thereafter, he was back at work and George Kendall,
the putative leader of the plot, was tried, convicted, placed before a
firing squad and shot. He was shot rather than hanged because of his
higher social standing.
With that, Kendall became the first person executed after a legal
proceeding in what would become the United States of America,
and we’ve been wrestling with the practice ever since, including the
fundamental questions of whether there is ever any justification for
taking another life, and if so, how to do the deed.
Oklahoma took the latest stand in the absurd, never-ending
debate over the latter question when it announced that it would
create a protocol for a new execution method that it could use if it
became impossible to procure the necessary drugs for its preferred
lethal injection regimen. (Procuring such drugs has become
increasingly difficult; some manufacturers have refused to do
business with states.) The fallback: “nitrogen hypoxia,” in which the
condemned would be locked in a sealed chamber and the air would
be replaced with nitrogen, sending the person to sleep and then
death. At least that’s the theory. No one has ever used the method,
and there is no ethical way of studying whether it would work or not.
In short, Oklahoma will be conducting human death experiments.
This is the level of madness the nation has reached in its efforts to
kill people. The Supreme Court has injudiciously determined, for
now, that capital punishment does not violate the Constitution’s ban
on “cruel and unusual punishment.” It also has said that “because
some risk of pain is inherent in any method of execution, we have

Shkreli jailing won’t lower drug prices
Los Angeles Times

Tribune News Service
Before sentencing the notorious
pharmaceutical executive Martin
Shkreli to seven years in prison,
the federal judge presiding over
his criminal trial ordered him to
turn over “Once Upon a Time
in Shaolin,” the Wu-Tang Clan
album of which only a single copy
exists. Shkreli paid $2 million
for the album, an extravagance
he could afford after making a
fortune by jacking up the prices of
prescription medications.
Seizing the album and other
assets worth a total of $7.4
million may seem like karma,
but it will do nothing to tame
drug costs. Indeed, it is entirely
legal to raise generic drug prices
(which explains why Shkreli was
convicted of securities fraud, not
health care fraud). The problem is
that government has made it far
too easy for pharma companies to
gain a national monopoly on the
supply of drugs that are no longer
are patent-protected. Rather than
make an example of Shkreli, the
solution to outrageous drug prices
is to embrace globalization.
Shkreli first used supplycontrol tactics at a company called
Retrophin, where he raised the
price of Thiola, a drug used to
treat kidney stones, from $1.50

per pill to $30. He did it again at
Turing Pharmaceuticals, where he
increased the price of Daraprim,
a 62-year-old treatment for a
parasitic infection, from $13.50 a
pill to $750.
Economic theory says that
such behavior should attract
competitors to the market,
which would keep prices in
check. But in practice, that’s not
what’s going on. According to a
2016 report by the Government
Accountability Office that studied
1,441 established generic drugs
from 2010 to 2015, 315 saw price
increases of 100 percent or more,
and some prices rose 500 percent
or more.
Collusion between drug
companies explains some of
these price increases. In these
cases, it’s up to the U.S. antitrust
authorities to protect consumers.
But leaving collusion aside,
Shkreli and his “pharma bro” ilk
avoid competitors in part because
of the costly and time-consuming
process of obtaining approval
from the FDA to manufacture and
distribute generic drugs. If the
market is small enough, potential
competitors may not think it
worth the effort.
To fix this problem, Congress
should allow companies that
have been approved to sell drugs
in other developed countries to

export those same drugs to the
U.S. Many first-world countries
have strong regulatory structures
and are devoted to protecting
their citizens from harmful
products; the FDA should grant
automatic approvals to companies
that satisfy the standards in those
countries. Competition doesn’t
always bring drug prices down
as much as one might hope, but
it is still the best remedy for price
gouging.
Consider Deflazacort, a drug
treatment for a form of muscular
dystrophy. It has long been
available as a generic in Europe,
where it costs about $1,200 a
year. But it wasn’t legally available
in the U.S. until 2017, when
the FDA approved Marathon
Pharmaceuticals’ application to
sell Deflazacort here. Marathon’s
chief executive, Jeffrey Aronin,
announced that it would charge
$89,000 for a year’s supply.
Marathon ultimately backed down
after public outcry, but it never
could have gouged American
patients if the companies that
market Deflazacort in Europe
were free to sell it here.
Legislation that would grant
reciprocal drug and device
approvals with other countries
has been introduced in Congress
repeatedly, with support from
both parties. To date, these bills

held that the Constitution does not require the avoidance of all risk
of pain.” What is the threshold for too much pain? A pin prick?
Repeated jabs into a man’s legs and groin in a vain and bloody effort
to place a catheter to carry the killing drugs, as occurred earlier this
month in Alabama?
The history of executions is gruesome. The electric chair had a
nasty tendency of setting people on fire, so that was abandoned.
The sight of a body swinging at the end of a rope made hanging
distasteful, though three states still technically allow it.
Cyanide gas, the favored method in California for decades, caused
intense pain as prisoners struggled for breath and seemed to suffer
heart attacks; it was finally dismissed by a federal judge as having “no
place in civil society.” Firing squads, while efficient, also fell out of
favor primarily because of the vulgar spectacle, though some states
have recently added them to the list of alternatives should lethal
injections become impossible.
Yet isn’t there something ludicrous (and macabre) about trying
to dress death up so prettily? Even if we could find a way to execute
people with a minimum of mess and spectacle and coughing and
groaning, it wouldn’t make the process civilized or humane or, for
that matter, fair.
There remains an unacceptably high risk that the condemned
person might not be guilty. There remain the reams of studies that
make it clear that the death penalty falls disproportionately on
people of color and the poor. There remains the fact that capital
punishment is meted out arbitrarily, depending more on the county
in which the crime occurred than on the severity of the crime itself.
There are no persuasive arguments in favor of the death penalty,
and a menu of solid arguments against it. But it is debates such as
this how best to kill someone that point up the inherent absurdity
and inhumanity of an act that, if committed by any of us individually,
would be a crime. No government should have that power of life and
death over its citizens.

have gone nowhere. But President
Donald Trump has pledged to
bring drug prices down, and Alex
Azar, the new secretary of health
and human services, is advocating
major changes to make healthcare
more affordable. Drug approval
reciprocity belongs at the top of
the list.
Until that happens, what
can consumers do to protect
themselves from price gouging?
Although U.S. law prohibits
importing prescription drugs,
tens of millions of Americans
have saved billions of dollars
by doing so. They bring drugs
home from trips to Mexico and
Canada, and they order them
online from pharmacies abroad.
These practices already are too
widespread for customs agents
to police. As more people follow
suit, the likelihood of a federal
crackdown will become even
more remote. Congress, sensing
the futility of trying to stem the
tide, finally may move forward
with legislation authorizing
automatic reciprocal approvals.
Then, instead of having to
shop abroad, Americans will
find less expensive drugs, from
manufacturers that sell in Europe,
Australia and other countries with
standards like our own at their
local drugstore. And that’s when
the pharma bros’ stranglehold on
drug prices will finally be broken.

Professor urges all
to avoid Giant Eagle
I have been a faithful customer at local Giant Eagle
supermarkets for 13 years, especially the Edinboro store,
mostly because of their convenient locations. But I will
no longer be shopping there.
I have just learned that about 20 percent of their
Pennsylvania workers have wages so low they are on
public assistance (Medicaid or food stamps or both).
Indeed 46 percent of their workers in our state earn a
poverty wage: a full-time wage below the poverty line
for a family of four. In online ratings, Giant Eagle’s own
employees rank it as among the worst supermarkets at
which to work.
It’s not that Giant Eagle can’t afford to pay its workers
more. With yearly profits of over $9 billion, it is 31st on
Forbes Magazine’s list of largest private companies in
the U.S. Moreover, Costco and Trader Joe’s prove the
compatibility of profitability and fair wages.
If I wanted to shop at an exploitative supermarket
I’d go to Walmart: at least they have low prices! As it
stands, I will probably switch to Wegman’s, which has a
reputation for treating its workers well. Urge other Giant
Eagle customers — including members of the Edinboro
University community — to reconsider their own
shopping choices. They can verify the information I have
provided by going to keystoneresearch.org/publication/
research/right-choice-giant-eagle-and-westernPennsylvania or by Googling “The Right Choice for Giant
Eagle and Western Pennsylvania.”
Dr. Stephen J. Sullivan
Professor of English and Philosophy
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Students at elite universities face housing problems
By Teresa Watanbe
Los Angeles Times

Ismael Chamu wakes up at sunrise,
shivering in the drizzly morning’s
chill. He rises from the floor of a small
trailer, where he sleeps wedged next
to his younger brother and an arm’s
length from his two sisters, who share
the only bed.
As he cooks breakfast, the smell
of scrambled eggs and ripe sewage
combine. There is no sewer hookup
so when the storage tank is full, as it is
this day, everyone holds on until they
can get to a nearby gas station.
“Hurry up so you guys can eat,”
Ismael, 21, tells his sisters Jocelyn, 14,
and Yazmin, 17.
At 7:40 a.m., he shepherds his sisters
to high school, a 30-minute walk
through gang territory in Hayward,
just south of Oakland. At the school
gate, he hugs them goodbye.
Then he heads to his classes at the
University of California, Berkeley,
the nation’s most elite public research
university.
Ismael looks the part of a typical
college student, with his backpack,
black jeans and stylish fade haircut. But
he bears extraordinary burdens.
He’s one of tens of thousands of
California college students slammed by
the state’s affordable housing crunch.
Ismael constantly scrambles to find
shelter and enough food for himself
and his siblings while working a
campus job, leading a student club and
trying to earn a bachelor’s degree in
sociology.
In the last 18 months, he has slept
on couches and floors, in trailers and
attics. Since November, he and his
20-year-brother Edward have rented
the 20-foot-by-8-foot mobile home,
parked in a Hayward driveway. His
sisters joined them in January after
their parents fell on hard times in the
Central Valley and were forced to live
in their car.
But Hayward has outlawed living
in residential trailers. The family is
due to be evicted Tuesday. And so the
scramble will begin again.
“You do what you gotta do,” Ismael
says gamely.
Financial aid covers tuition for the
state’s growing number of low-income
students, but they mostly are on their
own when it comes to paying for places
to live. Many UC campuses are in
some of the priciest real-estate markets.
A recent University of California
study estimated that roughly 13,000
of the system’s 260,000 students have
struggled with unstable housing. That
guess comes from two 2016 surveys,
in which 5 percent of the nearly 70,000

students who responded said they had
couch-surfed, lived on the street or
found temporary shelter in vehicles,
motels or campgrounds at some point
since they had enrolled.
Cal State estimates about 41,000
students have unstable housing; the
Los Angeles Community College
District, about 44,000.
UC President Janet Napolitano has
a plan to build 14,000 affordable beds
by 2020 and has given each of the
system’s nine undergraduate campuses
$3 million to help them meet housing
needs. UC and Cal State campuses are
trying to reach out to students who
might also be hungry with expanded
food pantries, meal-sharing plans,
campus gardens and emergency loans.
But most everyone agrees that the
efforts are not nearly enough.
Ismael arrives at Berkeley after a
90-minute trip by foot and a train on
the Bay Area Rapid Transit system,
or BART. He steps onto a campus
with grand buildings and a bell tower,
redwoods and a flowing creek. As he
arrives, the rain stops, the clouds part
and the sun peeks through.
It seems crazy to be at Cal, Ismael
says.
He is the son of a migrant worker
who never got past first grade in an
indigenous community in the southern
Mexican state of Guerrero. His family
has moved more times than Ismael
can keep straight. He was born in San
Diego, then lived down South, where
his father cut Christmas trees in North
Carolina and picked tobacco in South
Carolina.
Ismael was the only Mexican in
his class, but a couple of white boys
befriended him. “They said I was a
good Mexican,” he says, “because I was
smart.”
When he was 14, the family moved
to Hayward on the promise of lucrative
construction work. They lived with an
aunt for a few months until she kicked
them out. Then came a blur of schools
and homes: a pink apartment in
Hayward, a friend’s place in San Jose, a
trailer in Los Banos.
Ismael bumped through three
different high schools and somehow
managed to excel, even though he
woke up most mornings at 4 a.m. to
help his father with gardening jobs
before he rushed to class. He took eight
Advanced Placement courses, passed
six of the exams and racked up a 4.0
GPA.
His stellar academic record, aided
perhaps by his personal essay on how
he wouldn’t let his hardships defeat
him, helped him become one of the
lucky 18 percent of 74,000 freshman

Call of shots fired at
dorm a swatting hoax
By Rhonda Gillespie, Genevieve Bookwalter,
Alex Nitkin and Brian Cox
Chicago Tribune

CHICAGO — A call of shots fired that sent scores of heavily
armed officers to a Northwestern University graduate dorm
Wednesday afternoon was apparently a case of “swatting,” a false
emergency designed to draw a large police response.
A caller reached the Evanston police from somewhere near
Rockford around 2:15 p.m. and said he had shot his girlfriend at
Engelhart Hall, just west of the main campus. Alerts were issued
and teams of police were dispatched, but officers found the woman,
a Northwestern student, unharmed with “no evidence of a victim,
scene or gunman,” said Evanston police Cmdr. Ryan Glew, a
spokesman for the department.
“That residence has been vacant since before Thanksgiving,” Glew
said. “We’re preparing to call it a swatting incident. ... She was not in
any danger.”
The alert initially went out to students and staff shortly before 2:30
p.m., warning them to stay away from the area of Engelhart Hall,
which has apartments for Northwestern graduate students and their
families. Even after police found no evidence of a victim or weapon,
officers continued their search and Northwestern tweeted that people
inside Engelhart “should remain behind locked doors.”
The school issued an all-clear around 4:30 p.m. “The report of a
man with a gun in Engelhart Hall was a hoax. ... No danger to the
community exists.”
Swatting is the practice of placing hoax emergency calls with the
aim of drawing a large response from law enforcement. It’s not only a
drain on police resources but can turn deadly.
Los Angeles resident Tyler Barriss has been charged with
involuntary manslaughter and other felonies after he called a police
dispatcher in Wichita, Kan., and falsely reported that he’d shot his
father and was holding two other people hostage inside a home at the
end of December. When police responded to the address, 28-year-old
Andy Finch emerged from the front door and was fatally shot by an
officer. It was not clear why Finch’s address was a target of the hoax,
according to police.
In other cases of apparent swatting, three families in Florida had
to evacuate their homes in January after a detective received an
anonymous email claiming bombs had been placed in them. In 2015,
a 20-year-old Maryland man was shot in the face with rubber bullets
after a fake hostage situation was reported at his home.
The FBI estimates that roughly 400 cases of swatting occur
annually, with some using caller ID spoofing to disguise their
numbers.
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Edward Chamu, 20, left, sleeps on the floor as his brother Ismael, 21, studies late into the night for a class at
UC Berkeley, where he is a senior, majoring in sociology.
applicants admitted to Berkeley in
2014.
He thought about not going, to be
able to earn money for his family. But
it was his parents, and a high school
counselor, who urged him on.
“My dad is so proud,” Ismael
says. “He always says, ‘My son is at
Berkeley.’”
By 12:30 p.m., Ismael is in his urban
sociology class, listening intently to
professor Joanna Reed’s lecture on
gentrification’s effect on low-income
communities. He is planning to work
with Reed on a research project about
the growing number of Californians
living in mobile homes and the
backlash against them.
“It’s everything I’m living now,” he
says.
After class, Ismael heads to the
campus food pantry, which is stocked
with pasta, rice, jars of spaghetti sauce,
cans of soup and baguettes. He takes
a box of oat cereal and a can of black
bean soup, and then he is out the door.
“That place makes me sad,” he says.
Why? His eyes redden, and he
breaks down in tears.
“We have pretty portraits and
murals talking about ending
homelessness, but it doesn’t go away,”
he says. “I try to do the best I can, but I
still don’t get ahead. You take one foot
forward and a giant leap backwards.
You can’t live off of that.”
At times, the stress is overwhelming.
He’s had to call the police on his
landlord, who has been wanting him
out. He’s short of credits to graduate on
time this spring because he dropped
two classes to take care of his sisters.
His and Edward’s combined monthly

income, roughly $1,000, barely covers
the $650 trailer rent, sewage pumping
fees, food and transportation. He can’t
qualify for food stamps because he has
no permanent address and he’s spent
most of a $20,000 educational loan,
much of it to help his family.
In a few moments, he’s got his game
face back on.
“I’ve fallen a lot, but I’ve always
gotten up,” he says.
Ismael wants to go to graduate
school and eventually become a
teacher. His biggest dream, he says, is
to provide his parents with a decent
place to live.
Lunch involves one of many hard
choices. He would like a $6 Asian
bento box. But instead he uses a
Subway coupon and gets a chicken and
bacon melt. He feels guilty whenever
he splurges on himself with money
that could help his family.
His afternoon class on global
urban inequality is canceled, as is the
evening meeting of United Children
of Immigrants, the student club he
started. So he starts the long trek back
to Hayward to meet his sisters. He
figures he travels 60 miles a day, five on
foot, the rest on public transit.
He is supposed to bring Jocelyn
back to her high school for a 6 p.m.
meeting about a program focused on
college prep and multimedia arts. By
the time they meet near the trailer, it’s
5:50 p.m., cold and dark.
Ismael is exhausted. For a moment,
they discuss skipping the meeting. But
they decide that is not who they are so
they set off on another long walk.
It’s 8:45 p.m. when they get home.
Ismael washes the dishes but stops

when he hears burbling. Sometimes,
the pipe clogs and water spurts out the
shower drain into the cabin. After a
few minutes, the hot water runs cold.
Yazmin has to wait an hour for it to get
hot enough to shower.
Edward is working as a store
manager for a San Francisco olive oil
firm while taking classes at Chabot
College. He’s the last one home, at
about 9:30 p.m.
He gets out eggs to scramble for his
dinner. Ismael watches, protesting,
“Use one egg, OK? We’re down to
three eggs, bruh.”
While the hot plate’s on, the
portable heater has to stay off.
Running them both blows the power.
They all settle down to homework
as a hard rain drums on the leaky
trailer roof. Yazmin sits on the bed,
prepping for an AP government test
on the judiciary system. At the small
table, Ismael works on a midterm
paper while Jocelyn finishes drawings
about her life for her Spanish class.
One shows herself with a scowling
face, clenched fists pressed to her
temples. “When we arrived, we would
move constantly,” the caption says.
In between studies, they chat about
school, their hair, the rain. Yazmin tells
Edward to watch his sodium. Edward
tells Ismael not to get distracted by his
cellphone.
“I want to cuddle,” Jocelyn says,
throwing herself between Edward and
Yazmin on the bed. She scratches her
brother’s head. “You’re like a cat.”
At 12:15 a.m., Ismael covers his
sleeping sisters with a blanket. He balls
up a hoodie for a pillow, turns out the
light and drops to the floor to sleep.

White nationalist Richard Spencer says he’s rethinking college tour
By Katie Byard

Akron Beacon Journal
AKRON, Ohio — White nationalist Richard Spencer
says it is time to “take a step back” from his college
speaking tour and apparently is no longer trying to speak
at Kent State University.
Spencer posted a video to YouTube earlier this month in
which he said, “I don’t have any firm answers about what
we should do going forward, and also I am committed
to the alt-right having a public face and having public
expressions.”
The video followed Spencer’s talk amid protests at
Michigan State University on March 5.
To settle a lawsuit, Michigan State allowed Spencer to
speak on campus during spring break.
Spencer said in the video he spoke “to a much reduced
crowd” in East Lansing, Michigan, “due to ... effectively the
riot outside.”
Spencer apparently was referring to the hundreds of
protesters outside the Michigan State auditorium where he
spoke.
Fights broke out and there were arrests, according to the
Detroit Free Press. The newspaper said at least 100 officers
in riot gear appeared to be on the scene.
Spencer, reflecting on the Michigan protests, in his
video blamed anti-fascist, also known as antifa, extremists
for violence outside his talks and said “antifa has been
escalating” in its response to his appearances. “Normal
college students are afraid to enter the auditorium,” he
said.
“The college tour is not about pitched battles. It is
about intellectual activity,” he said. “And until something
changes, I’m going to have to rethink how I do this.”
He said one way to continue his public speaking is not
to announce events ahead of time, tipping off opponents.
Last month, Kent State denied a request by Spencer’s
attorney Kyle Bristow to have Spencer and others speak at
the university on May 4, the 48th anniversary of the day
in 1970 when the Ohio National Guard fired into a crowd
of protesters on the campus. The community annually
commemorates the four people who were killed and nine
who were wounded.
Kent State has said: “We cannot accommodate this
request as no suitable space is available during the April
30-May 12 time frame.”
Bristow had threatened to sue Kent State University
after the denial.
Spencer is a leading figure in the alt-right movement.

He has used the alt-right term “to describe a loose set
of far-right ideals centered on ‘white identity’ and the
preservation of ‘Western civilization,’” according to the
Southern Poverty Law Center.
Spencer began the college tour in 2016, and Cameron
Padgett, Spencer’s tour manager, has sued other public
universities, including Ohio State, University of Cincinnati
and Pennsylvania State, alleging they are violating his
free speech rights by refusing to let him rent space for
Spencer’s speeches. The universities cited safety concerns.
Earlier this month, Spencer dropped his lawsuit against
Ohio State.
However, a new attorney for Spencer, James Kolenich,
who lives outside Cincinnati, told The Associated Press
that he and Padgett, the tour manager, would continue
with the case in federal court against the University of
Cincinnati.
Bristow sued that school in January after it said Padgett
would need to pay a nearly $11,000 fee to cover security
costs.
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Richard Spencer at Texas A&M on Dec. 6, 2016.
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Turkish military and Syrian rebels seize U.S. backed Afrin
By Nabih Bulos
and Umar Farooq
Los Angeles Times

ISTANBUL, Turkey — The
Syrian Kurd dream of creating an
autonomous state stretching across
the country’s north suffered a
crushing blow Sunday when Turkeybacked rebel forces routed a militia
from the city of Afrin after a nearly
two-month offensive.
The enclave along the Syria-Turkey
border had been controlled by the
People’s Protection Units, a U.S.backed Kurdish militia also known as
YPG whose forces Turkey considers
terrorists.
Turkey’s president, Recep Tayyep
Erdogan, said in a televised address
that the Turkish military and Syrian
allies had taken control of the town’s
center Sunday morning.
Erdogan said Turkey would take
“the necessary steps to rebuild Afrin”
and “wipe out traces of terrorists.”
The U.S. has provided air and arms
support, funds and training to the
YPG in a bid to make it the core of an
Arab-Kurdish force against Islamic
State extremists, even as it has worked
to establish local governance councils
and internal security cadres in their
areas.
Those moves have infuriated
Turkey, which views the YPG as
little more than an extension of its
nemesis the Kurdistan Workers’ Party,
a separatist faction in southeastern

Turkey that has fought a decades-long
guerrilla war against the government.
“We are not there to occupy but to
wipe out terror groups and to achieve
peace in Afrin,” Erdogan said during
his speech.
Video released by the Turkish
army on social media depicted
rebels congregating around a soldier
standing atop a balcony. Celebratory
gunfire can be heard off camera as he
unfurls a Turkish flag.
Other footage depicts rebels
vandalizing symbols of the Kurds’
nascent administration in the area:
A bulldozer uproots a statue of the
blacksmith Kawa, a legendary Kurdish
figure, while other fighters struggle
to slash at cloth-bound road signs
featuring Abdullah Ocalan, the leader
imprisoned by Turkey whose visage is
ubiquitous in areas of Kurdish control.
Lt. Col. Abdul Moqadam Naasan,
a commander with the Northern
Division, a Syrian rebel faction
working with Turkey, said there had
been little resistance because most of
the Kurdish fighters had left by the
time the Turkey-backed rebels had
entered the city from three sides.
“We have to organize things here,”
Naasan said in a phone interview.
“We’re removing mines and car
bombs, and setting up checkpoints to
protect people.”
Naasan said the offensive would
soon continue eastward to take back
areas including Menagh air base and
the city of Tal Rifaat, 10 and 13 miles
east of Afrin, respectively.

The Turkish army’s general staff
said in a statement that 3,603 fighters
had been neutralized since the start
of “Olive Branch,” the name for the
operation it launched almost two
months ago.
Turkish officials said the figure
included both those killed as well as
those who had surrendered or were
captured, but they did not provide a
breakdown.
The military said 46 Turkish
soldiers had been killed and 225
injured. It was unclear how many
casualties had been sustained by
Syrian rebel factions, but the Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights, a prorebel war monitor based in Britain
with a network of activists in Syria,
put the number at more than 400.
It also reported 289 civilians had
been killed in the 58 days since
Turkey first breached the border.
Turkey has vehemently denied
claims of civilian casualties, and the
military on Sunday said “only terrorist
targets are being destroyed,” while
“utmost care” was being taken to
avoid harming any civilians.
In recent days, activists reported
that tens of thousands of families
had fled the violence engulfing
the district. A large quantity of
humanitarian supplies was being
prepared to go to the city of Tal
Rifaat, where some 75,000 people had
congregated, with more expected to
arrive, said Linda Tom, a Damascusbased spokeswoman for the U.N.’s
humanitarian coordination office, in a

message on the WhatsApp messaging
service.
State news operator SANA
confirmed Afrin’s takeover while
accusing Turkish forces and rebels of
looting and destroying houses in the
city.
It put the casualties of the Turkish
offensive at 1,100 and reported that
thousands of families had escaped to
the nearby government-held towns of
Nubul and Zahraa. A pro-government
activist in Zahraa confirmed the
refugee exodus, which the United
Nations said numbered almost 25,000
people.
A statement from the Kurds’
autonomous administration in Afrin
accused Erdogan of attempting to
create demographic changes in the
Kurdish-dominated district and
“exterminating an entire people.”
It added that the administration
had in recent days ordered
civilians out of the city to avoid a
“humanitarian disaster.”
Now it would employ hit-and-run
tactics instead of direct confrontation,
the statement continued, and its
forces would become a “nightmare”
for the “Turkish aggression and its
mercenaries” that would strike at
them “at every opportunity.”
It also excoriated the U.S.-led
coalition, the U.N. and its Security
Council for not fulfilling their
“humanitarian and political duties
towards our people and fighters
who fought for all the world against
Daesh,” referring to Islamic State by

its Arabic acronym.
Erdogan has long insisted that
Turkey will give back areas taken by
his forces to “their rightful owners,”
who he claims were forcibly removed
by the Kurds. He recently estimated
some 140,000 to 200,000 people,
including rebels and their families,
would return to Afrin.
Part of that mission, said Can
Acun, a foreign policy analyst at the
Ankara, Turkey-based Foundation
for Political, Economic and Social
Research, will call for the area to be
stabilized.
“Ankara needs to build water
infrastructure, supply electricity and
provide security in the area,” Acun
said.
Col. Ryan Dillon, the Baghdadbased spokesman for the U.S.-led
military coalition in Iraq and Syria,
said U.S. troops, who are mainly in
Kurdish-held areas such as Manbij,
roughly 60 miles east of Afrin, were
also at joint checkpoints and patrols
further west. He downplayed chances
of a confrontation between Turkey
and the U.S. and NATO allies.
“We’ve been doing these patrols
for 16 months to prevent tensions
between groups in northern Syria,
and we have Turkish liaison officers
with us in our offices,” Dillon said in
a phone interview Sunday. “We have
discussions, and we’re very open and
transparent with Turkey.”

Risk of extinction looms over white rhino Putin to serve until 2024
By Robyn Dixon

By Henry Meyer

JOHANNESBURG — Sudan, the last
male northern white rhinoceros, died
in Kenya, officials announced Tuesday,
spelling almost certain extinction for
one of Africa’s iconic species.
Sudan’s death leaves only two female
rhinos of the species, Fatu and Najin,
neither capable of natural reproduction,
at the Ol Pejeta Conservancy in Kenya,
where Sudan lived out his final years.
The three rhinos were sent to Kenya
in 2009 from Dvur Kralove Zoo in the
Czech Republic in the hope they would
reproduce.
Hopes rose in 2012 when two of the
rhinos at Ol Pejeta mated, but the cow
did not become pregnant. Breeding
efforts since have failed, with neither of
the surviving females capable of natural
reproduction.
The best chance for bringing the
species back from the edge of extinction
is in-vitro fertilization using eggs from
the surviving females, stored semen
from dead males and a surrogate female
rhino from another subspecies such as
the southern white rhino, according to
Ol Pejeta Conservancy.
Rhinos have been in danger for decades because of poaching by criminal
syndicates for rhino horn, sold illegally
mainly in China and Vietnam.
The range of the northern white
rhino was in central Africa, including
Democratic Republic of Congo and the
Central African Republic, where myriad
militias often rely on income from
illegal trafficking of minerals, wildlife
products and timber.
The western black rhino, last seen
in northern Cameroon, was declared
extinct in 2006 after a survey of rhino
populations in Africa. The International
Union for the Conservation of Nature
warned at the time that the world was
on the brink of losing the northern
white rhino, with only four surviving in
Garamba National Park. By 2008, the
species was considered extinct in the
wild.
Sudan was 45 years old and could no
longer stand up. He had been treated for
age-related degeneration of muscles and
bones, as well as extensive skin wounds,
according to a joint statement from Ol
Pejeta Conservancy and Dvur Kralove
Zoo.
The decision to euthanize Sudan was
made Tuesday by a veterinary team
from the zoo, the conservancy and
Kenya Wildlife Service.
“During his final years, Sudan came
back to Africa and stole the heart of
many with his dignity and strength,” the
statement said. “His condition worsened
significantly in the last 24 hours; he was
unable to stand up and was suffering a
great deal.”
Ol Pejeta Chief Executive Richard
Vigne hoped Sudan’s death would focus

MOSCOW — Russians are
expected to hand Vladimir
Putin an easy victory in
Sunday’s presidential election,
keeping him in power until
2024.
Putin, 65, already Russia’s
longest-serving leader since
Joseph Stalin after more than
18 years in office, is seeking
a fourth term during an
escalating stand-off with the
West and economic malaise.
With little opposition
tolerated and widespread
apathy about the outcome as
living conditions stagnate, the
Kremlin’s main task is to ensure
that voter turnout for Sunday’s
election is large enough to give
Putin’s new term a stamp of
legitimacy. Officials mounted
a major drive ahead of the
vote to get citizens to show
up at polling places, offering
inducements ranging from free
food to prize contests.
Putin attended few election
events and, as in previous
contests, dodged televised
debates with his opponents.
State broadcasters lavished
coverage on presidential visits
to Russia’s regions, giving scant
attention to his rivals.
They include Communist
Pavel Grudinin, a farm boss
who has defended Stalin’s
bloody purges; ultranationalist
Vladimir Zhirinovsky,
who’s been trounced in past
contests; and Boris Titov, who
attracted ridicule for running
against Putin while serving
as the Kremlin’s business
ombudsman.
There’s also former realityTV star Ksenia Sobchak, who’s
run a campaign critical of
Putin while laboring under
accusations from opposition
leader Alexey Navalny that
the Kremlin encouraged her
candidacy to add sparkle to the
lackluster contest. Navalny was

Los Angeles Times

Bloomberg News
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In-vitro fertilization may be the only way to save the white rhino.
global attention on the need to preserve
species from extinction.
“We on Ol Pejeta are all saddened
by Sudan’s death. He was a great
ambassador for his species and will
be remembered for the work he did to
raise awareness globally of the plight
facing not only rhinos, but also the
many thousands of other species facing
extinction as a result of unsustainable
human activity.
“One day, his demise will hopefully
be seen as a seminal moment for conservationists worldwide,” Vigne said.
The last wild northern white rhinos
lived in Garamba National Park in
northeastern DRC, but fighting and
poaching in the 1990s and 2000s wiped
out all but a few. In 2005 the DRC government agreed to move five surviving
rhinos from Garamba National Park to
Kenya for safety, but the plan was never
carried out.
The park has faced encroachment by
highly organized criminal syndicates
for decades, many operating from the
country Sudan, a major trafficking
hub for wildlife. Elephants in the park
are currently under severe risk from
poachers.
The male rhino Sudan was moved
from Africa to the Dvur Kralove Zoo
in the 1970s when rampant poaching
threatened to wipe out the species.
Sudan sired two females, offering hope
that the species could be preserved.
Both surviving females were born in
captivity. They were transferred from
the Czech Republic to Ol Pejeta Conservancy in 2009 with Sudan and another
male, Suni. Suni died from natural
causes in 2014.
Sudan’s DNA, along with that of other
northern white rhinos, has been preserved in the hope that it can be used in
the future to revive the species.
Rhino horn has been prized in China
for traditional medicine and more recently as a status item used in bracelets

and jewelry. One of the main trafficking
hubs in Asia is Vietnam, with rhino
horn, ivory and other illicit items crossing its border into China.
In recent years, poaching of rhinos
has been concentrated in southern Africa, particularly in South Africa, where
85 percent the world’s 25,000 rhinos
survive. Most poaching cases occur in
Kruger National Park, which shares a
border with Mozambique, where many
of the trafficking gangs are based.
South Africa, hamstrung by corruption and security lapses, loses nearly
three rhinos a day to poaching. Last
year in South Africa, 1,028 rhinos were
poached, a slight drop from 2016, when
1,054 were killed. At least 21 South
African security or environmental
officials, including police, soldiers and
rangers, were arrested last year, suspected of poaching.
Private owners are important to the
species’ survival, maintaining more
than 6,500 rhinos on an estimated 330
private game reserves, spanning 5 million acres. But armed security guards
and technology are required to keep the
animals safe, and the cost of security
measures to protect rhino herds has
made it difficult for smaller game farmers to keep rhinos.
The Institute for Conservation Research at San Diego Zoo has mounted
a project to try to bring the northern
white rhino back from the brink of
extinction. Researchers at the zoo aim
to use genome sequencing and stem cell
technology to create northern white
rhino embryos. From there embryo
transfer could be employed, using
southern white rhinos as surrogate
mothers.
“One day we hope to see this species
saved through successful births of
northern white rhino calves at the Nikita Kahn Rhino Rescue Center,” the zoo’s
website says.

barred from running.
With little doubt about the
outcome, the Kremlin Friday
announced that Putin had
already ordered his staff to
draft policy decrees covering
the next term.
Almost 111 million Russians
are eligible to vote at more
than 97,000 polling stations
nationwide. Polls will close
in the westernmost region of
Kaliningrad at 8 p.m. local time
(2 p.m. EDT), with exit poll
results expected immediately.
Official results will be largely
complete by Monday.
Putin will face many
challenges in his new six-year
term, as a spiraling dispute
with the United Kingdom
over suspected poisoning of a
double agent and his daughter
with a chemical weapon adds
to tensions with the U.S.
and Europe over conflicts in
Ukraine and Syria.
Russia, which was hit with
Western sanctions for its 2014
annexation of Crimea from
Ukraine that compounded
a downturn provoked
by plunging oil prices, is
struggling to recover after
the longest recession in two
decades.
In what’s likely Putin’s to
be last term as he’s obliged
constitutionally to step down
as president in 2024, Putin
must also groom a trustworthy
successor.
While it’s not clear whether
any of the U.K.’s allies will also
target Russia, the nerve-agent
poisoning March 4 in the
English town of Salisbury has
stoked concerns. Britain has
expelled 23 Russian diplomats
and Moscow Saturday ordered
an equal number of British
envoys to leave Russia.
Russia also stands accused
of intervening in President
Donald Trump’s favor in
the 2016 U.S. elections, and
election meddling in several
European countries.
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Vladimir Putin is Russia’s longest-serving leader since Stalin.
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Don’t sleep on “Kirby: Star Allies.” This game
is fun, adorable and awesome — all rolled into
one little pink blob. Kirby and his (newly made
allies) travel from planet to planet and defeat
big bosses like Meta Knight and King Dedede.
Spoiler alert: you can make THEM become your
friend too!
Kirby is able to throw hearts at certain
enemies, which makes them immediately
become your ally. Additionally, Kirby can inhale
enemies and eat them — which results in Kirby
turning into that specific enemy. Also, the
enemies have abilities and weapons that can be
combined. For example, Bandana Waddle Dee
can throw spears and Burning Leo can throw
fire. When those abilities are combined, it
creates a Sizzling Sword, which…is exactly what
it sounds like.
The graphics are crisp enough to skew
modern, but grainy enough to be reminiscent
of the old-school look the original Kirby games
had. The game is set up like Super Mario
Bros. in the progression of levels (seven or
eight levels, one boss). While the levels aren’t
difficult, they aren’t easy enough to get through

without using some brain power first.
The entire goal of the game is pretty much to
just collect puzzle pieces to complete pictures.
While the completed pictures don’t come with
an outstanding reward, it’s still fun to merely
travel around with your buds in each of the
levels.
“Kirby: Star Allies” is an entertaining
addition to the Kirby saga. The levels are fairly
lengthy, so it’s nice that the game isn’t rushed.
Nintendo did really well with this title, and I
hope to see more in the category of this and
“Super Mario Odyssey” in the future.
If the cuteness of Kirby and his pals doing
their dance at the end of a successful level isn’t
enough to get you to buy this game, I’m not
entirely sure what is.
Dakota Palmer can be reached at edinboro.
spectator@gmail.com.

